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Abstract
Information technology represents the most important tool for any business to grow
and increase profits in this century. Online banking represents one type of business
change due to revolutionary changes in technology. There are limited studies for
adoption of online banking in Saudi Arabia which is one of the largest economies
in the world. For that reason my study focused on the adoption of online bank-
ing by countries in general and particularly in Saudi society. In many situations
there is a gap between business and information technology. In particular there is
a crimson between online bank users and technology. It is necessary to bridge this
gap In order to achieve online banking targets. My study investigated the different
reasons for the gap its formation (between online banking and information technol-
ogy) and how to bridge it. This research is focused on the different factors that
enhance the adoption of online banking services through general users. This frame-
work was established by drawing from several theoretical studies. The proposed
research framework contains the most important factors for online banking. These
include the following hypotheses; (H1) personal information, (H2) personal experi-
ence, (H3) disposition to trust, (H4) reputation, (5)trusting belief, (H6)structural
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assurance and (H7)perceived site quality. These hypotheses were tested experimen-
tally through a questionnaire which was analyzed using SPSS Version 14 program.
The results showed that (H1) personal information, (H2) personal experience, (H3)
disposition to trust, (H4)reputation, (H5) trusting belief, (H6) structural assurance
and (H7)perceived site quality are positive factors affecting customer adoption of
online banking. There was a significant correlation between the different online
banking adoption factors or hypotheses and the personal information (age, gender
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This chapter provides a description of the back ground and rationale for carrying
out research and describes different issues and problems to be addressed. It also
provides a description of the research purpose,the questions being addressed in the
research and the significance of the study.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and rationale for conducting the
research
Information technology represents the soul of any business in the 21st century. The
evolution of the digital world has been combined with evolution in business, and
business organization in the last ten years; this completely changed according to the
technology. Businesses such as banks operated through branch outlets and due to
the revolution and evolution of e-banking technology.
However, there is always a gap between business targets and information technology
[136]. This gap can be reduced or minimized when positive inks are formed be-
tween information the technology team has and the business team [30]. Information
technology companies throughout the world spend millions of pounds to deal with
business requirements through updating and releasing new programs and software
[27, 77]. In addition, worldwide market places operate according to the philosophy of
globalization and the high speed of information technology changes force businesses
to adopt the technology. The number of customers for online services represents the
most important factor for any business to be successful.
1.2 The gap between business and information
technology
Information technology (IT) represents the most powerful method for bank business
growth. The alignment between IT and bank targets will expand the bank business
globally and increase its profits. The problem between business and information
technology appears when misunderstanding of business targets by the IT depart-
ment exist [114]. Usually a loss of communication between the business and the
IT departments leads to a ”gap” forming [102]. Similarly there is always a gap
between the adoption of technology and bank users. This gap needs to be bridged
or eliminated to enable the bank to reach its goals [21]. This research is focused on
the different factors that enhance the adoption of online banking services for users
generally and particularly for those in Saudi society. There is very limited data
about online bank adoption in Saudi Arabia. By focusing on the different parame-
ters that enhance the adoption of online banking by customers. This study can use
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the proposed research framework to achieve the banks goals.
1.3 Purpose of the research
The main purpose and contribution of this research is to understand the adoption
of online banking services by customers and to investigate the issues that enhance
or impede the likelihood of online bank customers using the service. This will be
done through examining the relevant theoretical concepts, studying the co-evolution
between business and information technology, and the gap formation between the
two entities namely online banking systems and users, the study also examines the
reason for this gap formation, different online banking models and hypothesis and
factors that affect customer adoption of online banking services.
The research goals are:
• To develop a theoretical model for online banking adoption.
• To study the different factors affecting the customer’s adoption of online bank-
ing services.
• To develop a framework for online banking adoption.
• To evaluate the framework through investigating the different hypotheses used.
This research focuses on the online banking environment and customer’s adoption of
it in Saudi society. To the best of the knowledge this is the first study made about
customer’s adoption of online services in Saudi Arabia. This framework will help to
increase the numbers of customers through clarification of the different hypothesis
that positively enhance adoption of online banking services.
1.4 Research Question
The research poses a fundamental question: Can the study co-evolution between
users and online banking assist in bridging the gap between them?
This question leads to further sub-questions such as:
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• What are the theoretical concepts for this adoption?
• What are the factors that affect this adoption?
• Can these factors be used to understand and enhance online adoption?
• Can this research framework be examined experimentally?
• Will the positive impact on online banking adoption lead to a successful co-
evolution between information technology and online banking?
• What is the proposed research framework for customer’s adoption of online
banking on Saudi society?
To answer these questions we need to investigate the different hypotheses and models
for online banking adoption. In addition, we will study different online banking
security models,online banking trust models and factors enhancing online banking
acceptance.
1.5 Organization of the thesis
The first part of the Research begins with a literature review about the gap between
business and information technology and rate of evolution,the essential properties of
co-evolution and types of co-evolution,the legacy system and the gap formation,and
process of information system evolution.
The second section gives a definition of online trust and describes trust factors in
various contexts including,Website contents,for and online banking. These factors
include: trusting beliefs, dispositions to trust, institutionally based trust, situational
normality, general web experiences, trusting intentions ,bank reputation, bank fa-
miliarity and perceived site quality.
The third section considers online banking hypotheses which include security models
for e-banking,online banking, the extended theory of planned behavior, innovation
diffusion theory and the ’decomposed’theory of planned behaviour.
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The fourth proposed framework for online banking adoption is made according to
the literature review and previous studies for different online bank hypotheses. Ac-
cording to this framework the questionnaire was designed and distributed to online
banking users in the Saudi community.
The fifth (section) is about the results and findings. This contains personal infor-
mation (age, gender, education,bank name and online bank account availability), all
the hypotheses which build the framework that was studied including personal ex-
perience (access to online bank accounts,time access for online bank account and the
number of years using the internet), disposition to trust (personal ability to trust,
e-banking trust in case of fraud and bank website reliability), reputation (online
bank service, sources for online bank services and bank reputation), trusting belief
(e-bank and its commitments, e-bank and business performance and transaction
through the bank), structural assurance(technology assurance,important factors for
customers using a bank Website, participants for online customers, security mea-
sures and safety,e-bank participation and Website, bank Website information and
reliability, Website information and customer assurance, logon process and secu-
rity,bank Website and trust,Website structure and customer feel,factors increasing
online trust, continuous modification of the Website and trust,online transaction and
time) and perceived site quality (trust meaning to the customers, bank Website and
trust,bank Website and errors, Website reflecting trust,Website quality and users
trust, bank logo will indicate the legal Website, distinguish between the imitation
and the original Website, professional Websites and trust). Hypotheses were inves-
tigated and analyzed and results are given at the end of the (chapter).
1.6 Measure of success
1. framework has been developed to answer research question
2. This revaluation showed that framework is better than others
The measure of success is that this research ” Framework is supporting the co-
evolution between online banking and information technology. ” This framework
resolve the fundamental research question
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• What are the theoretical concepts for online banking adoption?
• What are the factors that affect this adoption?
• Can these factors be used to enhance online banking adoption?
• Can thise research framework be examined experimentally ?
• Will the positive impact for online banking adoption lead to successful co-
evolution between information technology and online banking).
• What is the proposed research framework for customer’s adoption for online
banking services on Saudi society?
1.7 Contribution to Knowledge
The major contribution of this research can be summarized as follows [9].
• The development of an evolutionary framework between users and technology
through determining the online customers’ requirements which will enhance
the co-evolution process between the two domains (users and online banking
system).






• The gap between business and information technology and Rate of evolution
• Essential properties of co-evolution and types of co-evolution
• The legacy system and gap formation
• Process and forms of information system evolution
• Steps of information system co-evolutionary plan
• define of online trust and different factors effecting it
• investigate different online banking models
2.1 The gap between business and information
technology and rate of evolution
Businesses are always facing difficulty in rapidly changing their requirements accord-
ing to many factors such as competition and customer trends. [93]The challenge for
business is to have the ability to manage rapidly changing requirements and to
implement the new changes with effective less time and less cost. Information tech-
nology integration represents the main key to enable the business to rapidly adapt
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to changes.
The major problem in business and IT co-evolution is characterized by the presence
of a gap between business evolution and technology. This gap is mainly due to
the loss of balance between the information technology and the business domain.
An example of this gap is represented in Figure (2.1) For successful co-evolution
between any business and its information system this gap needs to be bridged in a
way that results in effective technological interventions [93]. (Figure 2.1)
Figure 2.1: Gap between business and information technology [30]
The cultural environment (behaviorus, thinking and interacting) is playing an im-
portant role in this gap development. In cultural theory there are five different
archetypes of human kinds. These are the hierarchist (who hase the power and
authority), the individualist(who has his own means of thinking and behaviour),
the egalitarian (who believes that people are equal and have the same rights), the
fatalist (the person with no positive action) and the hermit (who is isolated in his
environment) [136]. If the hermit term is applied to IS professionals and the hierar-
chist is applied to the business strategy this may explain the lack of understanding
between the two domains and the way this gap occurred [136].
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It was suggested that this gap can be bridged through three inexpensive steps which
are to consolidate, standardize and communicate (Figure 2.2). The first step is to
reduce the required resources to complete the work ’consolidation’. The second step
is ’standardization’ or the creation of profiles for business processes and services
through applying the services to the business requirements. The last step is to
enhance the ’communication’ between the business and IT through ensuring that
the IT evolution is due to the business strategy and requirements. These three steps
may reduce the gap between business and IT co-evolution[144]. (Figure 2.2)
Figure 2.2: Steps for Bridging the gap between information system and business
[144].
There is strong agreement that large projects in business and IT fail more than they
succeed which may be due to misunderstanding of the nature of the problem [46]
[59, 93]. If the business requirements were set according to the business strategy
and the IT was installed to meet the business requirements successful co-evolution
will be achieved. The failure in this co-evolution process suggests that it may be due
to human factors as business and information technology are human social systems.
The gap problem arises more when communication between the business and tech-
nical staff is missing. The gap may be developed if the technology is working well
but the business factors are not aligned with the change, sometimes business factors
are in place but the technology is not aligned with the change [93]. However, in
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many situations both technology and business are in the right place but unexpected
exogenous factors change (e.g. the global economic crisis).
2.2 Rate of evolution
In biology the rate of evolution is a measurement of the change in an evolutionary
lineage over time [117]. This rate of evolution is proportional to its genetic varia-
tions at that time [35].
In business the rate of evolution must occur with the same rate that the usable
variations become available in the form of new knowledge networking and skills. On
the other hand evolution in a changing competitive environment for the business or
complex adaptive system (CAS). requires an information system that is frequently
realigned to bring the business up to date with its strategic changes. This requires
continuous improvement for the technical and business skills for IT staff in addition
to strong IT skills among business staff. Any business requires being brought up
to date with the rapid external changes in the IT environment due to the huge de-
mand of the information technology business by the users. This requires changeable
system needs to be adapted with the evolution of the business and its co-evolving
changes [11].
Business evolution requires a knowledge which has been changed over time to de-
velop and maintain competition [75]. In the 20th century there were three stages for
business knowledge. The first stage was developed by Fredrick W. Taylor during the
1950’s. Taylor was concentrating on improving the internal-production and man-
agerial processes. He was studying the time required for each individual worker to
complete a step of work and by rearranging the equipment he estimated the average
work that can be produced under optimal conditions. Taylor’s study increased the
average work undertaken without increasing the cost. [131].
Due to the increase in competition between businesses the second stage for busi-
ness knowledge was established by Michael Porter during the 1980’s . This second
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kind of business knowledge was described in a ’five forces model’. Porter’s concept
includes the relationship between competitors within business, potential competi-
tors, suppliers, buyers and alternative solutions to the problem being addressed.
This framework of the ’five forces model’ gives a better understanding of how the
business is operating and indicates that these five competitive forces determine the
long-term success and competition for the business [68].
The third stage of business knowledge (which is used currently) focuses on under-
standing the socio-cultural and bio-physical dynamics of the organizational environ-
ment. and how to employ the sciences of complexity to develop a strategic plan for
innovation [75].
Information technology developed a link between an increase in the number of users
and the enhancing value of networks [145]. However, information technology is not
only responsible for the successful of business targets but also has a positive impact
on business structure and behaviour. Information technology can also change the
type of business e.g. e-commerce [75]. The rate of evolution in the business is in-
fluenced by business behaviour. Businesses which act as living organisms are more
absorbtive of change and react to the information technology in an evolutionary way
while, those businesses that act as machines are unlikely to do the same and are less
sensitive to unexpected changes [75] .
Alignment of information technology with business plays an important role in the
business evolution rate. It was suggested that the strong alignment between in-
formation technology and business objectives has a strong impact on the rate of
evolution [69]. This includes alignment between business and information technol-
ogy strategies and planning, information technology and business infrastructures
and integration of information systems and business domains [11].
The applications of information technology in business are not limited to shop floors
but are used for other non-production processes such as product design, online sale
and after sale service. Information technology can significantly add to an extension
in product quality and product differentiation and support the competitiveness of
business [36].
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E-business or e-commerce is an important example in how technology increases the
rate of business evolution. E-business changes the concepts of business localisation
to worldwide business. E-business also aims at helping adopters reach new cus-
tomers more and effectively. E-business transforms the exchange of goods, services,
information, and knowledge through the use of IT. The adoption of information tech-
nology in general and e-business particularly in small and medium size enterprises
(SMEs) or businesses shows a reduction in business costs and improves professional
electronic markets [27, 77].
A study was conducted to examine more than 900 SMEs in East European and
Cyprus it found that SMEs established their websites to take advantage of cost
reduction, easy search of new markets, and to increase competitiveness. The per-
centages of SMEs that use e-business are 67% in Poland and 87% in Cyprus [27].
E-businesses represent the centre of technological polices for SMEs [38]. The scale
of the impact of international e-commerce is likely to be felt more in developing
countries and the adoption of the internet by SMEs is higher than that in larger
sized enterprises [56].
As defined earlier, the rate of evolution in business increases where the business
changes become available in the form of new knowledge, networking and skills. It
can also be defined as the ability of business to expand and gain more profits with
the support of an integrated information system. The rate of evolution in business
can be measured by obtaining the increase of profits as mentioned earlier in the cases
of Tesco. Zedan et al., 2001, mentioned that evolution is the trigger for change in
both business and technical requirements [154] .
In business there are mainly four factors which enhance these changes. These in-
clude. politics, organisation, economy and technology [10, 42, 103, 129, 140] .
1. Politics: can change the managing structure for the organisation, the way
organization goals to are achieved[140].
2. Change in organization size: merging or splitting will change the business
[10, 42, 103, 129, 140].
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3. Economy: is one of the most relevant aspects of the socio-cultural context in
which businesses operate and any change to the economy will change business
e.g. during the current world economy crisis many businesses are closed or
have reduce their staff to reduce their investment. For example, British Air
ways asked 30,000 employers to work for one week to one month unpaid to
help the airline survive in the global economic crisis [10, 37, 140].
4. Technological changes: can enhance the information processing ability in the
organization e.g. in medical services the technology provides the physician
with all the informations he requires for the patient which may include their
medical history [140]. drugs prescribed blood test, results, and so on all
of which give a clear idea about the case diagnosis and possible treatment
plan. In summary technology involves three factors: performance, computing
paradigms, and versions. and new technology release.
Business needs or business requirements are described by the formula:
Needs → Solutions This need indicates specification for the solution and the solu-
tion is built according to the specification so the above formula becomes: Needs ’→
Specification ’→ Solutions
According to the above formula Zedan proposed Knowledge Mediator [154]. a frame-
work (K-Mediator) in which the co-evolution can be studied and analyzed along a
continum from identifying business needs to decision making to the stage of selecting
appropriate software [135].
This framework acts as a mediator between the business and technology. It repre-
sents the first step to identify the business requirements and its software solutions.
The advantage of this framework is that it reduces errors that may occur when artic-
ulating requirements through an engineer, it is responsible for creating new ideas by
utilizing the business resources and reconfiguring software applications from those
resources, It also shapes the way business and technology goals evolve and in addi-
tion it controls the evolutionary effects [154]. ( Figure 2.3 )
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Figure 2.3: Knowledge Mediator Framework [154].
2.3 Essential properties of co-evolution and Types
of co-evolution
There are mainly five essential properties of co-evolution multi-levelness, multidi-
rectionality, nonlinearity, positive feedback, and path and history dependence [80].
For multi levelness it was suggested that the co-evolution occurs at multiple levels of
analysis; micro-co-evolution occurs in an internal business environment and macro-
co-evolution which occurs between businesses and their environments [85, 139]. Pre-
vious studies found that the ability of the organization or business to macro-evolve
with its competitors depends on its micro-co-evolutionary processes [97].
Multidirectional properties occur because the organizations co-evolve with each
other in a continuous way which changes the environment. [67] the distinction
between the dependent and independent variables is very complex as it is affected
by endogenous effects (multi-directional causality).
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Nonlinearity for the co-evolution indicates that under certain conditions, a small
action may have a very large effect which is termed as ”butter fly effect.” On the
other hand, a small change in one part of the organisation may contributed to a large
effect in another part of the organisation. In a nonlinear system it is very difficult
to predict exactly what will happen in a complex system such as the organization
[60].
The positive feedback for the co-evolution as mentioned earlier, is that the co-
evolution concept indicates that the evolution of one entity is influenced by other
entities’ evolution, the CAS is influenced by the environment and the environment
is also influenced by the CAS [146]. This idea can be applied to the information
technology as the business strategy influences IT and IT in turn influences the busi-
ness strategy [60].
The path and history dependence for co-evolution. is suggested to be due to the
heterogeneity between organizations which explains their variations in adaptation
[80, 96]. An example for a co-evolutionary information system model is given in (
Figure 2.4 )
Figure 2.4: Co-evolutionary information system model [11]
The co-evolutionary information system model ( Figure 2.4) consists of three levels.
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These are: the strategic level, the operational level and the individual level.
• At the strategic level
there is co-evolving and adaptation between the information system and business
strategies. This indicates that any changes in business strategy will lead to change
in the information system strategy [11].
• At the operational level
there is co-evolving between business and the information system department. Any
successful business requires cooperation, communication and understanding between
business and information system representatives. Any misalignment occuring be-
tween business managers and planners of the information system will lead to failure
in business targets [11].
• At the individual level
it is well known that an effective information system infrastructure should be aligned
with individual users ’requirements and needs [11]. System users usually think they
are professional individuals using the computer to interact with others. This feeling
may enhance their resistance to change regarding any new implemented system. To
coopt this resistance to change, information system representatives should encourage
users to use the new implemented system and suggest ides about the system which
will lead to the success of the information system and the business[11, 63].
2.4 Types of co-evolution
According to Tivnan, 2005 [137] there are mainly five types of the co-evolutionary
dynamics which include:
1. Mutation rate and the environment: this focused upon the inter-dependence
between the rates of change (evolution) of an organism (or businesses such as
banks) and their environment (business context)[137].
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2. Predator / prey: this describes the respective rates of change (evolution) of
competing populations (or businesses) [137].
3. Supernormal: describes the non effect of a favoured characteristic such as a
tag governing the interaction of agents within a population (or business)[137].
4. Inbreeding and population size: rapidl inbreeding within a small popula-
tion (business) leads to the isolation of the small population (business) from
other populations (or businesses); the more isolated the population (business),
the more likely inbreeding is to occur and lead to further differentiation (in
businesses)[137].
5. Symbiotic co-evolution: it describes the cooperative and mutually beneficial
interdependence of two dissimilar agents (e.g information technology and busi-
ness). However, the organization (business) must learn faster and more effec-
tively than its competitors and to increase the speed of this learning to main-
tain its competitive position [137]
2.5 The legacy system and gap formation
The term ’legacy system’ is not used to describe an old system but a new system
that quickly becomes a legacy system when it does not meet business requirements
and becomes unable to support the business’s evolution[55]. Legacy systems are
inflexible systems that no longer support the current business objectives and inhibit
the future developments of the businesses [55]. Legacy can be seen as a gap between
the information system and business domain if the balance between the two entities
is lost [114].
The legacy problem is not only related to technological issues as there are several
factors contributing to the legacy problem. These factors include business, organi-
sational and technological factors [102]. mentioned these factors in a bank case .
• For business factors: Changing in a business environment is very important
in order for the business to compete . These changes have a clear effect on
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the bank infrastructure technology and contribute to the legacy problem. For
example, opening new branches of the bank in different regions will decrease
the technology budget and new applications of technology will be built on the
old system which will contribute to the legacy issue [102].
• For organizational factors: The legacy problem was found to be related to
the human and organizational environment[55]. Organizational culture and
regulations were found to play an important role in the gap between business
and technology. The development process for the information technology ap-
plications faced a difficulty in that there was a great demand for these new
applications and new application developers are under time pressures which
make the system leads developer to take short cuts [102]. This may make
the system application and maintenance very complex. As mentioned earlier,
there is a communication gap between the developer and users of the system
which are due to misunderstanding each other. The lack of skills to maintain
the legacy system is another problem. Resistance to change and the difficulty
of working with a new system are important issues in the organization and it
can become clear among older staff that the young staff are very keen to use
the latest systems available [102].
• For technological factors: The rapid changes in technology which require bring-
ing the system up to date represent a pressure on management has an objection
to the cost of the system change requirements [102]. Old infrastructural sys-
tems always fail to keep up with the new business requirements. The alignment
between the existing system and the new system is usually very difficult [102]
.
2.6 Process and forms of information system evo-
lution
According to Ramage, 2006 the information system evolution may be according to
the organizational or business plan’s ’planned evolution’ or due to environmental
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changes ’unplanned evolution’ changes [113] .
In planned evolution the evolution processes occur according to the organizational
decision-making process and fit with the organization strategy and timescale. This
evolutionary type is not ready for unexpected events but it is set for the routine
requirements of the organization.
Unplanned evolution occurs without any organizational anticipation. This type of
evolution occurs due to the changes in the organization’s staff or employees with
the subsequent result that their skills and knowledge are lost to the organization
[113]. The Organization itself changes by merging/ or splitting, or by opening new
businesses in different regions, management may change which will affect many deci-
sions. technology may also changes due to upgrades of hardware or new applications
becoming available [113]. All the previous circumstances can change the integrated
information systems in the organization. The framework for planned evolution oc-
curs through four stages (Figure 2.5) [113].
Figure 2.5: Framework for planned evolution [113]
The first stage is to make an evaluation of the current or present information sys-
tems, the second stage is to examine the current (legacy) system, the third stage is
to make decisions about information system changes and the last stage is readying
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the information technology for future change. However, this framework is a simple
example in which more stages may be introduced or reduced according to organiza-
tional requirements [113] .
2.7 Online trust definition
Trust has been defined by many authors. It has been defined as a behaviour[92].
ands one of the most definitions of trust is that it is a psychological state comprising
the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the inten-
tion or behaviour of another under conditions of risk and interdependence” [120].
Trust is also referred to as the willingness to rely on and hav a positive attitude
towards others[130]
Online trust has been defined as the willingness of a consumer to be susceptible to
the actions of an online store dependant on the expectation that the online store
will perform a particular action which is important to the consumer, irrespective of
their ability to monitor or control the online store[92].
2.8 Website contents and trust
In general there are mainly five important points which must be present in a website
[89]. These include :
1. A professional layout for the website If the website has a poor or older
design the customers will not feel free to participate or to do business or
transactions through it.
2. FAQs, detailed specs and descriptions and comments Customers re-
quiring some information about the website may ask some questions which
require answers which should be present in the website as and when they are
required.
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3. E-mail address The website must contain e-mail addresses to provide cus-
tomers with the ability to contact someone for help (i.e. customer support).
4. Customer comments area Positive comments from customers about their
experience with a website service will increase trust for new users.
5. Feedback: It is very important to have feedback from the customers about
their experience with the website. This can be used to improve the service
and to determine any defects in the services which offered.
2.9 website and trust factors
Many authors have studied the factors which affect customer’s trust for online ser-
vices. A previous study on trust dimension in e-commerce which was made through
distributed questionnaires and interviews with online customers. proposed a cus-
tomer orientation model (Figure 2.6)[12] .
This model suggested that there are six important factors to enhance
customer trust for online services. These are:
1. Privacy and security of information: Online companies (such as banks and
Universities) must indicate that customer information is secure and will not
be passed to third parties. This will be supported by use of appropriate tech-
nology [12].
2. Website contents: Online services are not trusted due to customers miss-
ing face-to-face communication. To overcome this issue the website contents
should be established to indicate customer requirements, the website should
be very simple to use and easy to access and it must be free from any faults
(the text must be free of mistakes in grammar or spelling). It is recommended
that the website must contain graphics to explain and summarise difficult
information[12].
3. The website should contain a link for customer enquiries which provides quick
feedback [12].
4. A service or product provided by the website must be provided to a high stan-
dard.Furthermore, the product provided must be adapted to the customer’s
preferences (e.g. price, brand, discounts, etc) [12].
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5. It is suggested that a website reputation can increase customer confidence
concerning the security measures of the website [12, 17].
6. Website Vendors: Vendors must have enough experience to attract and con-
vince e-customers (e.g. provide a riskfree environment, a money back guaran-
tee, etc). All these factors have been suggested as ways to improve customer
trust in a website.
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Figure 2.6: Customer Orientation Model [12]
2.10 Trust factors for online bank
Online bank trust factors have been studied by many authors. It has been suggested
that there are six antecedents of trust: trusting beliefs, familiarity, disposition to
trust, institution-based trust, reputation and perceived site quality in addition to
the general web experience All of these factors enhance the trusting intention for
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the customer (Figure 2.7)[88].
Figure 2.7: Trust Factors for Online Bank [88]
2.10.1 Trusting beliefs
Trusting beliefs are related to the customer’s belief that the online bank vendor
has beneficial attributes which include benevolence, competence and integrity [99].
Benevolence means ”one can rely on the good will of the other to act in one’s best
interest” [57]while, ”competence is the belief that a partner has the required skills to
do a task” [23]. Competence also refers to the ability of the vendor to meet customer
needs [98]. Integrity refers to the vendor’s honesty. In general, a web user needs the
online vendor to act in his interests and to be honest and to keep his promise for
service delivery [71, 128].
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2.10.2 Disposition to trust
Disposition to trust is defined as the general propensity to trust others in both an e-
commerce and management context[73, 92, 98]. This feature depends on a person’s,
cultural and developmental experience [79]. For example, a person who tends to
trust others will trust an online bank more easily. It has been suggested that an
individual’s propensity trust positively relates to the trustworthiness of the Internet
[79].
2.10.3 Institutional-based trust
Institution based trust refers to a person’s perceptions of the institutional environ-
ment. Institutional-based trust will lead to higher levels of trust in e-vendors in an
online shopping context [21].
A structural assurance
Structural assurance is information that can be used to give a web service provider
the confidence that security measures that exist are secure and can reduce the risk
when something goes wrong” [23].
B Situational normality
Situational normality means that a person believes that the situation in a business
is normal or favourable to their situational success [99, 108]. It also gives the idea
that the parties involved will act normally and everything will occur in the right
order [78]. For instance, when Internet users believe that the internet situation is
normal and their roles are appropriate, then they have a basis for trusting the e-
business. It was found that individuals tend to trust more when the nature of the
interaction is in accordance with what they consider to be normal, anticipated and
typical behaviour [48, 98].
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2.10.4 Reputation
It has been shown that reputation is a crucial factor affecting trust in online shop-
ping [21]. This is defined as a symbolic representation of a past exchange history.
”Process-based trust is developed through repeated interactions between two part-
ners and thus depends on the behaviour of each partner and the history of interac-
tions among the partners” [83]. It was shown that reputation is an important factor
affecting trust in e-commerce [110]. It has been suggested that a good reputation
would positively affect trusting beliefs because reputation is a kind of ’second-hand
rumour’ [99]. In an online banking context, it refers to the accumulated scale of
opinions from many people about the e-bank [84].
2.10.5 Familiarity
Familiarity refers to the previous interactions one has had with online banking ven-
dors [108]. Familiarity is the antecedent of knowledge-based trust [48]. It was
suggested that knowledge-based trust depends on history, information and experi-
ence [148]. Familiarity lessens confusion about website procedures and reduces the
possibility that the customer may mistakenly sense that he/she is being taken ad-
vantage of unfairly [47, 48]. Trust is developed over time with the accumulation of
trust-relevant knowledge resulting from experience with the other party [48]. Pre-
vious studies found that customers gain knowledge about e-vendors through their
previous experience including past purchases, communication or other interactions
with e-vendors [47].
2.10.6 Perceived site quality
Perceived site quality means the impression of how well the website is built and
works. It has been shown that the affect of site quality perceived as good is a key
factor in the relationship to willingness to explore and trust the site [99]. It has
been found that with a high level of perceived site quality, the customer is willing
initially to explore the site without considering risks and then, is more likely to have
trusting intentions in a site which involves risk [70, 100, 143].
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2.10.7 General web experience
General web experience is the accumulated experience of using the internet and
browsing web pages. It is expected that this will be positively related to situational
normality because internet experience gives the customer a of sense what are proper
and normal situations, i.e. situational normality. In addition, internet experience
will give the customer a feeling that the web is normal, safe and secure [98]. Many
past studies suggested that prior experience of technology impacted on attitudes
towards related systems [32, 86].
2.10.8 Trusting intention
Trusting intention means the intention to engage in trust-related behaviours with
online banking vendors. It refers to the intention to continue to use the online
banking services of this vendor in the current research context. Trusting intentions
refer to the user being willing to depend on the e-vendors [98]. Trusting beliefs
will positively relate to trusting intentions because a user with high trusting beliefs
perceives the online banking vendor to have qualities that enable the customer to
depend on the online banking vendors. Perceptions of honesty, ability and integrity
in an e-vendor encourage the user to engage with them. There is significant evidence
to suggest a strong relationship between trust and continuity (trusting intention)
[109, 143].
2.11 Internet banking security model for e-banking
A recent study for online banking in Thailand [66] suggested hypotheses to accept
online banking services by customers (Figure 2.8). These hypotheses include:
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Figure 2.8: Internet banking security guideline model for banking [91].
These Hypothesis are summaries as follow in the table
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Hypothesis Study Description
H1 [66] Perceived usefulness has positive impact on online
banking service acceptance.
H2 [66] Perceived ease of use has positive impact on online
banking service acceptance.
H3 [66] Internet quality has positive impact on online
banking service acceptance.
H4 [66] Legal support has positive impact on online
banking service acceptance.
H5 [66] Trust has positive impact on online banking
service acceptance.
Table 2.1: Internet banking security model for e-banking
The study [66] concluded that internet banking transactions are influenced by per-
ceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived usefulness (PU), quality of the internet con-
nection, confidence of the system provided through trast and legal support. It was
found that high speed internet, authentication by using by device, single password
usage and limiting the amount of money per transaction improved the willingness
of customers to accept online banking services [66].
In addition to the past study one of the most popular models among IT researchers
is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [28, 29]. This model is an information
systems hypothesis that models the user’s acceptance and use of technology, it was
adapted from the Theory of Reasoned Action ”TRA” [44]. The main aim for the
TAM model is to anticipate the user’s acceptance of the information system to the
user and identify design problems before users have experience with the new infor-
mation system. It is suggested that there are two factors: the perceived usefulness
(PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU).
The PU is the degree to which person believes that using a particular system would
enhance his or her job performance whil, PEOU is defined as the degree to which a
person believes that using a particular system is free from efforts [28].
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2.12 Online banking and extended theory of planned
behaviour (ETBP)
A recent study [123] suggested an online banking model based on the theory of
planned behaviour (TPB). This model is an extended theory of planned behaviour
(ETPB) (Figure 2.9). The TPB was established in 1985 [1] and it was an extension
of the theory of reasoned action (TRA) which was explained earlier. The theory
explains how individuals form intentions and perform behaviours [1].
The theory of planned behaviour (TPB) suggested that behavioural intention is a
function of attitude and subjective norm. This model (TPB) was extended and the
following four categories were added: information quality, transaction speed, user-
friendliness, and security, to give the extended theory of planned behaviour (ETPB).
The ETPB (Figure 2.9) suggests the following hypothesis:
Figure 2.9: Extended theory of planned behaviour (ETPB) [1].
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These Hypothesis are summaries as follow in the table (2:2)
Hypothesis Study Description
H1 [1] Information quality positively affects consumer attitudes
towards Internet banking. innovation.
H2 [1] Transaction speed positively affects consumer attitudes
towards internet banking
H3 [1] User-friendliness positively affects consumer attitudes
toward internet banking
H4 [1] Security positively affects consumer attitudes
toward internet banking
H5 [1] Attitudinal belief has a significant impact on
the attitude
H6 [1] Normative belief has a significant impact on the
Subjective norm
H7 [1] Control belief has a significant impact on the perceived
behavioural control
H8 [1] Attitude has a significant impact on the behavioural
intention
H9 [1] Subjective norm has a significant impact on the
behavioural intention
H10 [1] Perceived behavioural control has a significant impact
on the behavioral intention
H11 [90] behavioural intention has a significant impact on the
Actual usage
Table 2.2: Extended theory of planned behaviuor
2.13 Innovation diffusion theory (IDT)
Innovation diffusion theory was established on 1983 and it was the first theory that
explained individuals’ intention to adopt a technology as a modality to perform a
traditional activity (Figure 2.10) [118].
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Figure 2.10: Innovation diffusion theory (IDT)[118].
The critical factors that determine the adoption of an innovation at the general
level are relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trial ability and observe-
ability [118]. This model (Figure 2.10) suggested the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis Study Description
H1 [118] Compatibility positively affects customer
adoption of innovation.
H2 [118] Complexity has a negative effect
on adoption of innovation
H3 [118] Trial ability positively affect customer
adoption of innovation
H4 [118] Relative advantage positively affect customer
adoption of innovation
H5 [118] Observability positively affect customer
adoption of innovation
Table 2.3: Innovation difusion theory
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2.14 The decomposed theory of planned behaviour
The Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour (DTPB) was developed in 1995
[132]. This theory consists of three factors influencing behavioural intentions atti-
tude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control (Figure 2.11). This theory
suggested that the intention to use technology is influenced by attitude, subjective
norms and perceived behavuioral control (Figure 2.11). Attitude refers to the per-
sonal behaviour one adopts towards innovation intention and adoption of technology.
Attitude includes perceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived usefulness (PU) and com-
patibility. Subjective norms are the social pressures(e.g family and media) that may
play an important role in an individual’s intention to perform an activity [123]. Per-
ceived behavioural control consists of self-efficacy (an individual self-confidence to
perform a behavuior)and facilitating conditions.
Figure 2.11: Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour(DTPB) [132].
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Summary
Summary The chapter investigated the co-evolution process between business and
information technology and why this co-evolution may fail. Failure of such co-
evolution is due to formation of agap between the two entities: the user and the
online banking system. This might be due to several factors include miscommuni-
cation between business and IT management in addition to the legacy system. This
gap can be bridged for successful a co-evolution process by several methods. The dif-
ferent types of co-evolution were investigated (mutation rate and the environment,
predator, supernormal, inbreeding and symbiotic co-evolution). Any successful co-
evolutionary plan must include a system evaluation, a business strategy, a clear idea
about the required implemented system, continuous revision of the system process
and comparing the difference between the old and new systems. Online trust was
defined in addition to different trust factors include trusting beliefs, disposition to
trust, institutional-based trust, reputation, familiarity, perceived site quality, web
experience and trusting intention. Different online banking models were eamined
such as the online banking security model, the theory of planned behaviour (TPB),
extended theory of planned behavior (ETPB), innovation diffusion theory (IDT),
decomposed theory of planned behaviuor (DTPB). This gives us ane idea of how
to establish this research framework depending on the relevant theoretical concepts.
The adoption of online banking is studied in this thesis as a co-evolution problem.
But to begin with, the research study explore various dimensions that affect the





• Choice of methodology
• Research philosophy
• Co-evolution approach
• Case study approach
The research methodology provides strategies to address the research questions.
This chapter describes both the research methodology and the research philosophy.
The study is grounded in theory and it needs an experimental study to support or
refuse the proposed research hypotheses.
3.1 Choice of Methodology
The aim of the study The aim of this research framework are to improve the co-
evolution between online banking and information technology and to reduce the
gap between both entities. Online bank adoption studies in this research are a co-
evolution problem. This co-evolution problem is represented by a gap formation
between online banking adoption and the user’s. This problem can be sorted out
by reducing the gap between the customers and their adoption of online banking.
Keeping in mind this aim, the focus of this thesis will remain on different factors
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that enhance user’s adoption of online banking. The need is to focus on the dif-
ferent factors that enhance online banking adoption and define those that are most
important. Therefore, different online banking hypotheses and models were studied
to select the most important factors in user’s choosing to adopt the technology.
3.2 Research Philosophy
Conducting scientific research is sometime complex but, when the different stages
of research are clear the research become less difficult and more clear. Usually
research starts with a question which includes many ideas and covers a wide area
of investigation. It is similar to starting from the big footprint of a pyramid and
reaching to the narrow top. This indicates that research starts with major different
and complex ideas which are then reduced to more focused ideas that form the
research question. Therefore, the research question can be studied properly and
selective hypotheses derived from it. The structure of the research can be seen as
an hourglass (Figure 3:1).
Figure 3.1: Hourglass [134]
The hour glass will consist of three different parts:
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1. The upper part of the hourglass contains: General information about the
problem (i.e. how to bridge the gap between customers and online banking
adoption). This is done by identifying the problem area, reviewing the related
research literature, identifying the gap and indicating how the research fills
this gap.
2. The middle or central part of the hourglass contains methods used to fill this
gap and interpret the results.
3. The lower part of hourglass contains the discussion which includes describ-
ing how the results answer the research question(by accepting or refuting
the hypotheses), suggestions for describing the precise area of knowledge by
comparing previous studies with the research findings, the implications and
or significance of the existing research and final recommendations for future
research.[112].
According to (Proctor) there are mainly two logical methods for conducting research:
inductive and deductive reasoning.
3.2.1 Inductive reasoning
In the inductive method research data are collected and analysed without testing
the research hypotheses [13]. This method usually starts from specific to general
theory or ”bottom-up” technique (Figure 3:2). It includes four steps: observation
recognition of patterns, formulating hypotheses and building theory.
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Figure 3.2: Inductive
3.2.2 Deductive reasoning
The deductive reasoning starts in the opposite way to the inductive method. It
begins with an hypothesised answer to a question or problem ”bottom-up” (it also
includes four stages: observation, pattern, hypotheses, and theory). This deductive
method concealed by accept or reject thehypothesis (Figure 3:3). It is reasoning
from a general case or general theory that is well known to be true to being able to
explain a specific instance. [33][116]
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Figure 3.3: Deductive
It is very important before conducting any research to understand the research phi-
losophy whether positivism post-positivism or something els [112]. Both philosophies
will be explained in details in the following paragraph.
3.2.3 Positivism
This is a scientific philosophy based on the premise that all information resulting
from logical and mathematical behaviours is the limited source of all powerful in-
formation. According to Oxford dictionary positivism is defined as” a philosophical
system recognizing only that which can be scientifically verified or which is capable
of logical or mathematical proof, and therefore rejecting metaphysics and theism”
[31]. critics of postivist research suggest that human behaviours are difficult to study
by using the approach taken by Positivism because a human is not an object and
his action depends on variable and various factors. In addition there are individual
variations between humans. . This indicates that the response of a different indi-
viduals in a situation may be variable and, in addition, the responses of the same
individual to the same situation may be different. Some studies suggest that when
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an individual loses his job and becomes depressed this will not indicate that if he
undergoes the same situation another time he will become depressed [107].
This approach is highly important to study the coevolution in online banking be-
cause it indicates that observation and different online banking adoption factors
are important to enhance the coevolutuion process between customers and online
banking.
3.2.4 Post-positivism
Postpostivism appeared after the 2nd World War period due to dissatisfaction with
the philosophy of positivism [14] & [24].
Postpositivism has rejected the main ideas of positivism. It concludes that re-
searchers and individuals are similar in thinking that rational or logical’ thinking
and common sense are the same. In post-positivism, reality is an indication for
individuals who are involved in the research and this reality can be influenced by
different factors such as culture and gender [112]. Post postivism as a philosophy
provide for a range of methods and researchers could use multiple methods including
qualitative approaches.
A critical realism is a common is a form of postpostivism which indicates that
reality is a form of independent thinking.The Critical realism can be contrasted with
positivisms nave realism [82] & [34] & [15]. It has been noted that postpostivism
depends on multiple methods to capture as much of reality as possible. Arelevant
Postpostivism concept is that it is possible to acquire knowledge about phenomenon
not directly observable by the senses.
3.3 Co-evolution approach
Co-evolution terminology indicates that the evolution of one entity will be influenced
by the evolution of another entity. This means that any positivechanges in one entity
will lead to changes in the other entity [95].
Co-evolutionary approach was used by many scientists and researchers in different
scientific fields [11]. The co-evolution process will affect both the system itself and its
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users. There are two types of co-evolution endogenous and exogenous.Endogenous
co-evolution applies to individuals and groups within the firm or business while
exogenous co-evolution occur between business and its environment [76].
Business strategies must be designed in parallel to information technology planning
and their alignment must be according the business targets. As mentioned earlier
in chapter two big business and IT projects can fail because of the gap forma-
tion between business targets and IT systems implemented. Therefore the Business
strategy must be flexible to reduce gap formation between business and IT. Both
business and technology strategies must co-evolve together to reduce the risks for a
co-evolution process due to any sudden changes in the business context.
In an effective co-evolution process business or bank strategies must be aligned in
a proper way with IT. However, co-evolution sometime produces non-linear actions
which may have a positive impact on business but in some cases will have a de-
structive effect on business [94]. In this study the adoption of online banking is
studied as a co-evolution problem. This problem is represented as a gap between
online banking customers and online banking adoption. To improve the co-evolution
process this problem needs to be solved by focusing on important factors for online
banking adoption. These factors can be used as a tool by software engineering to
improve the service and build up a suitable system according to the customer’s
requirements. Online banking hypotheses were investigated in addition to the lit-
erature review to give an indication about the factors that enhance online banking
adoption by customers. From these hypotheses the proposed research framework
was established. These theories include innovation diffusion theory (IDT) [118],
the theory of reasoned action (TRA) [44], technology acceptance model (TAM) [28]
& [29], the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) [90], online banking information
system (OBIS) acceptance model [20], and commitment-trust theory (CTT)[105].
From all previous studies the research framework was established by using the most
important factors which enhance online banking adoption
3.4 Case study approach
Case study research gives the researcher the means to understand a complex problem
and build on previous research. It has been used by many researchers especially in
the social sciences. Social scientists use case study and other qualitative methods for
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conducting research. The case study research method was defined as an experimental
examination that investigates anexisting phenomenon within its environment [149]
[41].
The case study is the best methodology to make a comprehensive and deep in-
vestigation. It helps researchers to understand the present and the reason for the
phenomena in its context [43]. Case study procedures were established by many
researchers [149] [125]. It was suggested that case study research does not involve
sampling as such but, selectivity of a number of cases can be very helpful in a re-
search study [43] [149]. [125]. There are many types of case study which can be
single-case or multiple-case: these includes exploratorycases (considered as anintro-
duction to social research), explanatory cases (used for causal investigations), and
descriptive cases which depend on a descriptive theory or framework before starting
the research. Other case studies can be described as intrinsic, instrumental or col-
lective. The intrinsic case study is very helpful to understand specific phenomena
in its context (For example. in this study the co-evolution problem occurs between
customers and online bank adoption) in a financial domain and can be studied as
an example of an intrinsic case. Another case study is the instrumental case study
where the study cases are used for deep investigation. The instrumental case study
is used for refining a theory in a more specific manner. The collective case study
uses different case studies to investigate a phenomena. [149] [124] [125].
In this thesis. data was collected using a multiple research method approach specifi-
cally,different method such as a questionnaire, interview and observations were used
to collect data from different resources [16].
Distributing research questionnaires and conducting interviews with online banking
customers directors was very helpful to explaining people’s perspectives on issue
directly. However, questionnaires and interviews may be limited with regard to
giving a full understanding of the study when compared with observations. The case
study approach gives some insight into the co-evolution method that was applied in
this study.
From the established framework the questionnaire was designed. According to the
research questions previously discussed seven hypotheses were derived. From these
hypotheses the research framework was established. The research framework was
conducted experimentally with different online banking customers to see if these
hypotheses are supported or not. Testing the research framework hypotheses gives
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two choices,: the first is to change the hypotheses, the second is to go back and
change the research framework.
The questionnaire was divided into different sections, with each section studying one
hypothesis (Appendix). The experimental study for this research framework was
made through distributing questionnaires to participants from the Saudi Arabian
community. The reason for that is, because Saudi Arabia is the country of the
researcher’s origin and there is limited published data about previous studies in this
country. In addition to that, Saudi Arabia has become one of the strongest economies
globally with large numbers of national and commercial banks. This study aims to
provide these banks with tools to attract more customers and improve their profit
by concentrating on the customer’s needs.
The proposed research framework consists of seven hypotheses. These hypotheses
are to do with: (H1) personal information, (H2) personal experience, (H3) disposi-
tion to trust, (H4) bank reputation, (H5) trusting belief, (H6) structural assurance
and (H7) perceived site quality.The proposed research framework was established
according to previous studies and different online banking hypotheses and models. It
was concentrated on different models and hypotheses which studied the acceptance
of technology by users.
One of the models used in this study was an Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT). This
model was the first model that investigated the individual’s adoption of technology[118].
This model suggested that compatibility, trial ability, relative advantage and observ-
ability have a positive effect on customer adoption technology [118]. Another model
which has been studied and used in this thesis is the Theory of Reasoned Action
(TRA) [44]. This theory indicates that attitude and subjective norms are responsi-
ble for individual intention and behaviour and indicates that behavioural intention
determines the acceptance by users of information technology.
Another model used in this research framework is Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) which was adapted from TRA model. Technology Acceptance Model is an
information systems hypothesis that models the user acceptance to use technology
[28] & [29]. This model suggested that perceived ease of use (PEOU) and perceived
usefulness (PU) are the most important factors for individuals using an information
system.
In addition to previous models. Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) was also
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studied and used for this study. This theory (TPB) suggested that behavioural
intention is a function of attitude and subjective normS [90]. The same theory
was extended and became the Extended Theory of Planned Behaviour (ETPB).
This theory (ETPB) suggested that information quality, transaction speed, user-
friendliness, security, attitudinal belief, normative belief, attitude, subjective norm,
perceived behavioural and behaviour intention have a positive impact on the use of
the online service.
In addition to the previous models, the Online Banking Information System (OBIS)
acceptance model was studied [20]. This model consists of system quality, informa-
tion quality, trust, (PEOU), (PU) and awareness. This model suggested that system
quality plays an important role for user’s acceptance of online banking service [20].
The Commitment-Trust Theory (CTT) model was used in this study. This model
investigates user trust and acceptance for online services [105]. This theory indicates
that trust is central to successful relationship marketing.
Other studies and models that include the security issue were investigated. From
these models the, E-trust model for online banking was selected which suggested
that perceived security and perceived privacy are the main factors for customer’s
trust in online banking [153].
The internet banking security guideline model for e-banking concluded that online
banking service acceptance by customers was dependent on (PU), (PEOU), internet
quality, legal support and trust [66]. Trust factors for online banking were also in-
vestigated through different models. One model is the Customer Orientation Model
(COM). It was suggested by the authors [66] that there are six important factors
enhancing customer’s trust for online service [66]. These factors include security
and privacy, website contents, website reputation, website vendors, feedback link
and product quality [66].
Another model which was used is online trust factors. This includes; trusting beliefs,
familiarity, disposition to trust, institution-based trust, reputation and perceived site
quality [58].
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3.5 Summary
This chapter explained the basic choices for research method selection as well as
two models of research philosophy namely, the inductive and deductive reasoning
methods. In this study the method of choice was deductive reasoning because as
mentioned above it starts from general theories to specific theories (top-down). The
literature reviewed in this study explained the general online banking hypotheses.
From these hypotheses the proposed research framework was established (bottom-up
technique). positivism and postpostivism were discussed. In this study postpostivist
research philosophy was decided to be more related to this study because it studies
the co-evolution problem (online banking adoption) in the real world through in-
vesting online banking customers. The co-evolution approach, as well as the case
study method were covered. This chapter gives the researcher the opportunity to
choose the ideal method to start the investigation depend on scientific basement.
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The design of the questionnaire
Objectives:
• Proposed research framework.
• Research questionnaire development and framework hypotheses.
4.1 The proposed research framework
The proposed research framework is intended to investigate the different factors
that are important for customer’s adoption of online banking. These factors were
have been the topic many researchers around the world including the USA [72, 74],
Europe [26, 111] Australasia [81]and Asia [19, 127, 151]. However, there is very lim-
ited published data about these factors in the Middle East and especially in Saudi
Arabia. To date there are few studies about online banking adoption in Saudi Ara-
bia. However, a previous PhD study did focus on challenges facing online banking
adoption in Saudi Arabia [3].
This research framework is designed to study the different factors which influence
customer adoption to use online banking in Saudi Arabia. The aim of the research
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is eventually to improve the co-evolution between online banking and information
technology. This will be done through enhancing the adoption of online banking.
The proposed research will provide a bank with the required tools to enhance cus-
tomer adoption of online services and will lead to a positive impact on the bank’s
business. This framework was adapted from previous studies and different theo-
ries including the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) [90], the decomposed the-
ory of planned behaviour (DTPB) [132], the extended theory of planned behaviour
(ETPB)[9], innovation diffusion theory (IDT) [118], the customer orientation model
[12], the guidance model for online banking and internet banking security [91] and
Maslow’s hypothesis [90].
The research framework consists of the following hypotheses ( Figure 4.1 )
1. H1 : Personal information positively influences customer adoption of online
banking.
2. H2: Personal experience positively influences customer adoption of online
banking.
3. H3: Disposition to trust positively influences customer adoption for online
banking.
4. H4: Reputation positively influences customer adoption of online banking.
5. H5 : Trust positively influences customer adoption of online banking.
6. H6 : Structural assurance positively influences customer adoption of online
banking.
7. H7 : Perceived site quality positively influences customer adoption of online
banking.
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In line with these hypotheses this questionnaire was designed and divided into differ-
ent sections with each section. studying one hypothesis (e.g. personal information
(H1), personal experience (H2), disposition to trust (H3), and so on).
Figure 4.1: Proposed research framework
Each hypothesis and the reason for its selection will be discussesd in detail in the
research framework.
4.1.1 (H1)Personal information
The first hypothesis in this research framework is personal information (H1). This
will include gender, age and education.
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Figure 4.2: Personal information (H1)
4.1.2 (H2)Personal experience
Personal experience plays an important role in online bank adoption. Bank cus-
tomers who have a negative experience of online services usually have a negative
perception of online services. According to the classic theories on attitude the in-
dividual with a positive experience about an object will hold more positive beliefs
about it [44]. This suggests that positive beliefs will lead to positive perceptions.
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Figure 4.3: Personal experience (H2)
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Personal experience can cross all the barriers between the customer and an online
service. For these reasons this significant point (H2 hypothesis) was selected as the
place from whih to develop the research framework for online banking adoption. This
hypothesis on personal experience (H2) examines the customer’s access to online
bank account, the number of times the online bank account has been accessed and
the number of years experience with online banking.
4.1.3 (H3) Disposition to trust
Personality psychologists usually have defined trust as an individual characteristic
[119]. Trust was accordingly conceptualised as a belief, expectancy, or feeling that is
deeply rooted in the personality and originates in the individual’s early psycholog-
ical development, it is also known as ’disposition to trust’ [153]. In several studies
the customer’s disposition to trust was found to have an impact on the consumer’s
initial trust in an online vendor[47, 98].
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Figure 4.4: Disposition to trust (H3)
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This hypothesis (disposition to trust (H3) was studied in the research questionnaire
through investigating trust issues with online banking customers, the customer’s
trust in online banking in case of fraud and bank Website reliability
4.1.4 (H4) Reputation
Any business requires a good reputation to remain strong within its competitive
context. Reputation is one of the important factors that affects online banking
adoption. It was suggested that reputation is a significant factor to develop the
customer’s trust in online businesses [61]. Reputation can be influenced by shared
values, communication and opportunistic behaviours [106].
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Figure 4.5: Reputation(H4)
The bank’s reputation was studied in the questionnaire through asking about the
following topics: the online banking service’s reputation, online banking sources
(friends, TV, bank staff and Newspapers) and, finally. the bank’s good reputation.
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4.1.5 (H5) Trusting belief
Holding a trusting belief was defined as, a psychological state which leads to the
willingness of a customer to perform banking transactions on the Internet, and their
expectation that the bank will fulfil its obligations, irrespective of a customer’s abil-
ity to monitor or control the bank’s actions [92, 120].
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Figure 4.6: Trusting belief (H5)
In this study trusting belief (H5) was studied in the research questionnaire through
investigating the customer’s belief in online bank commitments, business perfor-
mance through online banking and preferred transaction methods.
4.1.6 (H6) Structural assurance
Structural assurance is the belief that structures for provided services are protective,
promises, and will lead to successful participation. in undertaking transactions
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online. Structural assurance also refers to information that can be used to give a
website user the confidence that present security measures can provide protection
for user’s information [23].
Figure 4.7: Structural assurance (H6)
Online customers who observe the presence of structural assurance will believe that
integrated information technology will protect their personal data and prevent them
from fraud. Recently online bank customers have been reqired to use their ID,and
password in addition to an external device to log on to their bank account (e.g.
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HSBC bank).
In this study structural assurance (H6) was studied in the research questionnaire
through investigating the following issue: the technology’s effects on website assur-
ance, factors influencing customer’s assurance (security, navigability, website con-
tents and ease of use), the effect of website structure and Website text on customer
participation, security measures and safety transactions. Multifunctional website
features and their effects on customer’s participation were also examined as was the
information present on the website and its impact on customer’s assurance, withe
respect to the security of the logon process, website design and trust was a major
topic in the questionnaire with respect to this hypothesis and questions examined
over all structure and customer’s assurance, factors influencing customer’s trust (e.g.
security and multifunctionality), website modification effects and online transaction
and time factors.
4.1.7 (H7) Perceived site quality
The first impression for online customers about Website quality plays an important
role in their eventual adoption of online services. Web site characteristics can be ob-
served through wherther or not it is easy to navigate, is error free, has a professional
design and an attractive appearance. These characteristics are very important to
enhancing customer trust [6, 25, 122].
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Figure 4.8: Perceived site quality (H7)
Previous studies found that perceived site quality is an important factor to attract
and enhance customer’s use of the service [98]. It was found that given a high level
of perceived site quality, the user is willing to explore the site without considering
the risks and is more likely to have trusting intentions towards the site although this
may involve risks [70, 98, 143]. In the online banking context, site quality refers to
tailoring a service to the customers’ preferences [70].
In this study perceived site quality (H7) was studied in the research questionnaire
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through questions investigating the meaning of trust to customers (i.e. security,
navigability and privacy); the design of the bank’s website and customer’s trust; the
website being perceived as error free; the website and trust reflex, the website’s qual-
ity and user’s trust; the bank’s logo and its relation to website trust; the customer’s
ability to differentiate between reality and ’imitation’ websites, and the relationship
between website structure being perceived as proffisional and customer’s trust.
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4.2 Summary
The proposed research framework was developed by using different online bank mod-
els. These models contein the most important htpotheses that have been studied by
many researchers in other, global contexts. These hyoptheses effects the customer’s
adoption for online banking. The hypotheses described investigated topics including:
personal information, personal experience, disposition to trust, reputation, trusting
belief, structural assurance and perceived site quality. Every hypotheses was rep-
resented as a section in the research questionnaire and questionnaire divided into






• To study the factors that increase the customer’s adoption for online banking.
• Analysis.
• Findings.
In this chapter a questionnaire was designed to which is informed by the previous
studies and models discussed earlier in the literature review section. The question-
naire is attached in Appendix A. Samples from the respondents questionnaire are
provided in Appendix B. The important factors which affect customer trust were
covered. The statistical analysis was conducted by using SPSS version 18 and Bio-
Cal statistical methods. statistical result in abbindex C. The descriptive analysis
of the findings is given in Appendix D. The frequencies for all the questionnaires
were undertaken and the results are given in Appendix E. Results and findings are
provided in the following section.
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Results and Discussion
Online bank questionnaires were distributed to 150 participants in order to inves-
tigate the different factors affecting customer’s trust in online banking. A total of
100 participants responded and the data were collected and analysed using SPSS
version 18 Software for statistical analysis in addition to BioCal for statistical anal-
ysis. Descriptive and correlation analyses were performed and the results for each
section of the questionnaire are given below.
5.1 Personal information H1
5.1.1 Gender
From all the cases (100) only 77 cases have an online bank account. It was found
that the number of males was 42 (54.5%) and females was 35 (45.5%) Figure 5.1
and (Table C.1 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.1: Gender distribution
Males represent the larger group in this study. However, the gender effect for online
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banking customers has been studied by many authors. A study in Finland for online
banking adoption found that 51.1% of cases were male whilst, females represented
48.9% of all cases[91]. The same study concluded that mature customers are late
adopters of internet banking due to practical problems in using e-banking, concerns
about the expensive start-up, security, and lack of personal service [91]. Another
study found that males made up 31.2% whilst females represented 68.8% of all
cases [64]. A recent study for online banking adoption in India found that a male
representation was 60.3% whilst females represented 39.7% of all cases [121].
However, all previous studies showed a variation between male and female distri-
bution which may give an idea that gender is a variable factor for online banking
adoption. Due to limited data about the gender effect for adopting online banking
in Saudi Arabia this factor was studied and added to the research questionnaire.
5.1.2 Age
Participants was divided into two groups,: the number of participants in the first
group (20- 39 years) was 52, in the second (>40 years) was 25 Figure 5.2 and (Table
C.2 in Appindex C).
Participants from the youngest age group (20-45 years) represented 84.4% of all
cases whilst the older age group (>50 years) represented 15.6% which indicates
that elderly people may sometimes struggle when using online services due to skill
barriers or maybe because they prefer to visit the bank branch instead. Skill barriers
in using online banking services were found in previous studies [4]& [147] .
A previous study on age effects on computer use in an Australian telecommunication
company found that age had a negative correlation with computer use [155]. How-
ever, another next study found that individuals across a wide range of ages engage
in browsing and purchasing activities over the Internet [133].
Investment services such as online banking were found to have a high demand among
mature customers [65]. The age factor was studied in an Australian online banking
context. It was found that the age ranged from 20-60 years, with the majority
of cases <50 years and, the largest group’s age range from 40-49 years [64]. This
suggests that age is an important factor in providing personal information and this
factor can give an indication about the age group that uses online banking services.
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This observation was also made in previous studies on 1000 online bank customers
[147]. The Saudi Arabia population is around 26,131,703 and the age group studied
(67.6%) ranged from 15-64 years [59]. In this study the majority of online banking
customers in the Saudi community were young individuals.
Figure 5.2: Age group distribution
5.1.3 Education
Education is an important factor for online banking adoption. There is a strong
argument that education enhances proficiency in using network technology and thus
would increase the probability of online banking adoption. In this study there was
a strong effect of education on online banking customers (Figure 5.3) and (Table
C.3 in Appindex C). The results showed that the number of post-graduates were 53
and undergraduate participants were 24. Results showed that 68.8% of participants
was postgraduates which indicated that higher qualification individuals are more
equipped to using online banking services. This finding indicates that education has
a positive influence in online banking adoption.
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Figure 5.3: Effect of Education on online banking customers
This result is supported by previous studies. It was found that more educated
individuals are more responsive to learning new technologies [7]. Another study
[53] indicated that well educated individuals have better home productivity than
less educated individuals because they can produce household goods with relatively
smaller inputs and less time. This indicates that well educated (postgraduate)
individuals respond more quickly than less educated (undergraduate) individuals
to Internet banking. It was suggested that people with a higher education are more
likely to adopt online banking than those with less education [22].
It was also hypothesized that well educated individuals adapted to Internet banking
quicker due to their ability to accept the knowledge they acquired more quickly
[7, 53]. Previous studies also found that wealthier and more educated individuals
are more likely to use online banking services [91, 153].
Another study of online customer commitments and website quality found that a
high percentage of customers (89.7%) were highly educated [52]. An Australian
study for online banking adoption found that online banking customers were di-
vided according by education into 43.8% with anundergraduate degree, 18.8% with
postgraduate qualifications, 18.8% with non-university tertiary education and 18.8%
with High school [81]. In Saudi Arabia 74.0% of the population achieve a secondary
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level of education or higher [104]. This study finding indicates that well educated
individuals are more adapted to online banking services.
5.1.4 Bank name
The questionnaire was distributed in Saudi Arabian society and participants rep-
resent customers from different banks (National and international). International
bank customers were 37 whilst national bank customers were 40 individuals. The na-
tional bank were customer’s of the Saudi American bank (27.3%), Al-Rajhee bank
(12.9%) and Al-Riyadh bank (3.9%) respectively. However, the Saudi American
bank, Al-Rajhee Bank and Al-Riyadh bank represent the most famous banks in
Saudi Arabia. (Figure 5.4) and (Table C.4 in Appindex C)
Figure 5.4: Customers distribution from different banks
5.1.5 Online bank account
From all cases of data collected (100) online banking customers represent 77 par-
ticipants whilst 23 individuals had no online banking account(Figure 5.5) & (Table
C.5 in Appindex C). Those individual with no online bank account are not included
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in the remaining analysis of the questionnaire.
Figure 5.5: Online bank customers distribution in all cases
5.2 Personal Experiences H2
Personal experience (H2) was investigated in this study by online bank account
access, time of access for an online bank account and number of years using internet
services. Personal experience or personal familiarity with information technology
usually leads to an appreciation of the potential added value of technologies. It
was suggested that previous personal experience with technology was found to have
a positive impact on a customer’s belief about integrated information technology
[32, 86]. Customers attitude towards technology is one of the important reasons for
adopting internet services [45].
All previous studies showed the importance of personal experience in online bank-
ing adoption. They also showed how this experience can cross all the barriers be-
tween the customer and an online service. For these reasons this significant point
(H2 hypothesis) was selected to develop this research framework for online banking
adoption.
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5.2.1 Access to online bank accounts
Online banking access was investigated. It was found that online bank access rep-
resents the practice of 76 participants whilst, 1 participant never actually accessed
his bank account through the Internet. It was suggested that online customers who
frequently use the Internet and are more experienced in website navigation have a
high perception of self efficacy and are more likely to tend to words online services
[49, 156] [152]. (Figure 5.6) and (Table C.6 in Appindex C) .
Figure 5.6: Number of online bank customers accessing their account
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5.2.2 Time access for online bank accounts
The frequency for online banking access within a three months’ time period was
studied. It was found that 58 participants had accessed their account 1-19 times
during a three month period and 19 participants accessed their account 20-30 times
(Figure 5.7) and (Table B.7 in Appindex B). In general 97.4% of participants ac-
cessed their account more than once time in a three month interval. This indicates
that continuous us of online services will build trust for the user which will corre-
spondingly increase their adoption of the service. A previous study suggested that
trust with online services may be built incrementally following experience online and
trust can be built by starting with a small purchase and built up to bigger ones [54].
Online customers are gaining information more easily through the online experience.
This increases their knowledge and modifies their initial perceptions [101, 142].
Figure 5.7: Frequency of use of online bank services by customers
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5.2.3 Number of years using Internet
Another investigation about how many years customers were using Internet services
found that 59 participants were using Internet services from 1-10 years, and 18
participants for >10 years (Figure 5.8) & (Table C.8 in Appindex C).
The high number of users of the service for a period of 10 years and the remaining
participants for more than ten years may indicate that customer experience enhances
the adoption for online services. This is in line with a previous study that suggested
that more customer experience increases the understanding of technology and its
outcome [5]. It was argued that the customer’s adoption rate of the technology is
proportional to their previous experience with information technology [138]. These
findings showed that personal experience (H2) positively affects customer adoption
of online banking.
Figure 5.8: Internet experience for the customers by years
5.3 Disposition to trust H3
Disposition to trust was investigated through personal ability to trust, e-banking
trust in case of fraud and website reliability. Customers’ trust in an internet context
is very important and a complex factor in understanding why people adopt online
banking services. In general, online customers have some concern about the relia-
bility of the underlying Internet and related infrastructure te[7]. In addition, online
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customers are usually worried that the online vendor might provide their informa-
tion to a third party or perform bank transactions without customer’s permission[7].
In the 20Th century economists and sociologists have been focused on how to make
institutions such as banks reduce the concern and uncertainty associated with trans-
actions [8, 50, 157].
Customers’ trust in online banking transactions has some differences compared with
face to face transactions. These differences include the use of technology for trans-
actions, the distant and impersonal nature of the online context and the hidden
insecurity of using technology for transactions [153]. These differences increase cus-
tomer awareness of online transactions, increasing their concern about adopting
e-banking. These concerns represent challenges to bank administrations to find a
method to improve electronic relationships with customers. Banks must understand
the factors that may affect customer’s intentions to participate in online banking.
The following section will investigate personal ability to trust, e-banking trust in
case of fraud and website reliability.
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5.3.1 Personal ability to trust
Personal ability to trust showed that 48 participants rusted individuals and compa-
nies such as banks some what easily whil, 29 participants did not place their trust
easily (Figure 5.9) and (Table C.9 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.9: Trust ability
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5.3.2 E-banking trust in case of fraud
Online banking fraud represents one of the strongest barriers for online banking
customers. In this study bank customers’ trust was examined in the case of fraud.
It was found that 61 participants (79.2%) would still trust their bank even when a
fraud has happened whil, 16 participants (20.8%) would not trust their bank in this
case (Figure 5.10) and (Table C.10 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.10: E-bank trust in case of fraud
5.3.3 Bank website reliability
Bank website reliability was found in 73 of the cases (94.8%) while in 4, participants
didnt feel that their bank website was reliable (Figure 5.11) and (Table C.11 in
Appindex C) .
The results indicate that disposition to trust has a positive effect on customer adop-
tion of online banking. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, that disposition to trust
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plays an important role in a customer’s initial ability to trust and it depends on a
person’s cultural and developmental experience [79, 99]. A recent study on Omani
bank customers concluded that e-banking in Oman is moving very slowly due to
different factors including customer’s trust [2].
Figure 5.11: Bank website reliability
The results indicate that disposition to trust has a positive effect on customers
adoption to online banking. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, that disposition to
trust plays an important role on a customer’s initial ability to trust and it depends
on a person’s cultural and developmental experience [79, 99]. A recent study on
Omani bank customers concluded that e-banking in Oman is moving very slowly
due to different factors including customer’s trust [2].
5.4 Reputation H4
Bank reputation was investigated through: online bank services, sources for online
bank service and bank’s reputation belief. It was found that there is a negative
correlation with a negative reputation and customer’s trust [18]. This indicates
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that positive reputation will have a positive correlation with customer’s trust. The
reputation of the banks was found to increase customer’s confidence towards dealing
with bank services and truthful information presented by the bank [141]. Online
bank reputation was examined and the result is given in the following paragraph.
5.4.1 Online bank service
In 73 cases (94.8%) the online bank service was well known while 4 participants
(5.2%) suggested that their online banking service is not well known (Figure 5.12)
& (table(C.12 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.12: Online bank service
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5.4.2 Bank services were known through
Results showed that online bank customers knew about e-bank services through
bank staff (55 participants) while 22 participants knew about them from friends,
TV and newspapers. This indicates that bank staff are very important enhancing
the use of online services by customers (Figure 5.13) and (Table C.13 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.13: Sources of e-bank service
5.4.3 Bank reputation belief
In all cases 73 individuals suggested that their bank had a good reputation while 4
participants suggested they did not (Figure 5.14) and (Table C.14 in Appindex C).
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Figure 5.14: Bank reputation
Our findings in this study indicates that reputation is one of the important factors for
online banking adoption by customers. This finding was observed in previous studies
[40, 87]. A recent study on Malaysian banks found that reputations significantly
influenced customer’s loyalty [150]. It was argued that the reputation of online
suppliers is significantly more important to online consumers than any offline context
[126]. It was also found that customer loyalty was enhanced by the reputation of
the organization, such as banks [39]. A recent study suggested that the best-known
service companies with good reputations will have more profits and customer loyalty
[115].
5.5 Trusting belief H5
Trusting belief (H5) was studied through investigating the customer’s belief in online
bank commitments, business performance by online banking and preferably. trans-
action methods. Results are given in the following section.
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5.5.1 E-bank and its commitments
In all cases 73 participants believed that an e-bank keeps its commitments while 4
cases never felt that (Figure 5.15) & (Table C.15 in Appindex C). It was suggested
that a person’s trusting intentions can be influenced through a person’s disposition
to trust, an institution based trust and their trusting beliefs [98].
Figure 5.15: E-bank and its commitment
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5.5.2 E-bank and business performance
In all cases 72 of the participants felt that e-banks performed business in a proper
way while 5 participants felt that e-bank business was not acting proper (Figure
5.16) and (Table C.16 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.16: E-bank business performance
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5.5.3 Transactions through the bank
It was found that 59 customers preferred to make transactions through online bank-
ing while 18 customers preferred to make their transactions in a bank branch (Figure
5.17)& (Table C:17 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.17: Transaction through the bank
All above results indicate that trusting beliefs (H5) have a positive effect on online
banking adoption.
5.6 Structural assurance H6
Structural assurance also refers to information that can be used to give a website
user the confidence that present security measures can provide protection for the
user’s information [62]. This is a very important factor for online banking adoption.
Customers who trust others easily are more likely to believe that website protective
structures are more trustworthy. A previous study showed that individual trust is
influenced by website protective structures in addition to the contextual factors such
as security infrastructure [79, 98]. It was also found that structural assurance has a
positive effect on disposition to trust [78].
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In this thesis, structural assurance was studied through investigating: technological
effects on Web site assurance, factors influencing customer’s assurance, the effect
of website structure and website text on customer participation, security measures
and safety transaction, the effect of needless text on a website and multifunctional
websites on customer’s participation, information present on website and customer’s
assurance, security of the logon process, website and trust reflect, website structure
and customer’s assurance, factors influencing customer’s trust, website modifications
effect on customer’s trust and online transaction and time factors. Results are given
in the following paragraph.
5.6.1 Technology assurance
The technology used for online service was found to improve customers assurance
in 72 participants while 5 customers argued that technology did not enhance their
feelings of assurance (figure 5:18) and (table C:18 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.18: Technology and customer assurance
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5.6.2 Important factors for customers when using website
Important factors for customers when using online services (security and contents
and navigability) were examined. The results showed that security and contents
were the most important factor (68 customers) while navigability was important for
9 customers (Figure 5.19)& (Table C.19 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.19: Important factors for web customers
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5.6.3 Website participation
Online participation was found to depend on website structure in 65 cases and on
the website text in 12 cases (Figure 5.20) and (Table C.20 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.20: Online participation
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5.6.4 Security measures and safety
Security measures (e.g. encryption, personal data protection) were found to provide
a safe environment for customer transaction in most of the cases (Figure 5.21) and
(Table C.21 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.21: Security measures and safe transaction
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5.6.5 E-bank participations and website structure
It was found that multifunctional website enhanced customer participations more
than needles text website 55 and 22 participants respectively (Figure 5.22) and
(Table C.22 in Appindex C)
Figure 5.22: E-bank participation and website
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5.6.6 Bank website information and reliability
Most customers felt that information present on the bank Website assured them
Website is reliable (73) (Figure 5.23) and (Table C.23 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.23: Bank Website information and reliability
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5.6.7 Website information and customer assurance
Information in the website was shown to enhance the customer’s assurance in most
of the cases (70) (Figure 5.24) and (Table C.24 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.24: Website information and assurance
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5.6.8 Logon process and security
In most cases (72) the customers feel that their logon process is secure while in 5
cases don not feel that (Figure 5.25) and (Table C.25 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.25: Logon and security
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5.6.9 Bank website and trust
It was found that 69 customers feel that their bank website reflected trust while 8
participants argued against that (Figure 5.26) and (Table C.26 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.26: Bank website and trust
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5.6.10 Website structure and customer ’feel good’ factor
Most customers (70) felt that website structure would enhance their feel good factor
while 7 participants felt that it would reduce their confidence in the service (Figure
5.27) and (Table C.27 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.27: website structure and customer feel good factor
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5.6.11 Factors increasing online trust
Security was the most important factor that increased customers’ trust with online
banking services in most cases (69) while in 8 cases multiservice availability was
most important (Figure 5.28) and (Table C.28 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.28: Factors enhancing customer trust
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5.6.12 Continuous modification of the website and trust
It was found that continuous modification to the bank website improved the cus-
tomers trust in most cases (69) while in 9 cases these changes have no effect (Figure
5.29) and (Table C.29 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.29: website modification and trust
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5.6.13 Online transaction and time
Most customers (75 cases) suggested that transactions through the online service
will reduce the time spent banking while 2 cases argued that there was no effect on
time (Figure 5.30) and (Table C.30 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.30: Online transaction reduce time
All the above results showed that structural assurance is an important factor in
online banking adoption which this indicates that structural assurance H6 positively
enhances online banking adoption.
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5.7 Perceived site quality H7
Perceived site quality was investigated through identification of the meaning of trust
to customers, the bank website and trust, bank website and errors, website and trust
reflecting, website quality and users trust, bank logo and website, distinguishing
between imitation and original websites and professional Web sites and trust.
5.7.1 Trust meaning for the customers
The meaning of trust for customers was security in most cases (60 cases) while in
17 cases trust was indicated by privacy and navigability (Figure 5.31) and (Table
C.31 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.31: Word trust meaning for customers
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5.7.2 Bank website and trust
Most cases (70) trusted their bank website and 7 does not (Figure 5.32) and (Table
C.32 in Appindex C)
Figure 5.32: Bank Website trust
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5.7.3 Bank website and errors
Bank customers felt that bank websites are not free from errors while 31 cases felt
that bank websites are free from errors (Figure 5.33) and (Table C.33 in Appindex
C).
Figure 5.33: E-bank is free from errors
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5.7.4 Website reflecting trust
It was found that looking at the Web site will result trust in most customers (55)
while in 22 cases website not reflecting trust (Figure 5.34) and (Table C.34 in Ap-
pindex C).
Figure 5.34: Website structure reflects trust
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5.7.5 Website quality and users trust
The website quality was found to increase customers’ trust in most cases (64) while
in 13 cases website quality did not increase customer trust (Figure 5.35) & (Table
C.35 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.35: Website quality and users trust
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5.7.6 Bank logo will indicate the legal Website
In most cases (57) customers believed that the bank logo indicates a legal website
while in 20 cases the bank logo did not indicate a legal site (Figure 5.36) and (Table
C.36 in Appindex C).
Figure 5.36: Bank logo indicate legal website
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5.7.7 Distinguish between the imitation and the original
website
Customers can distinguish between imitation and original websites through the URL
www.bank name in 36 cases while in 41 customers, the contents and professional
structure of the website indicate an original website (Figure 5.37) and (Table C.37
in Appindex C).
Figure 5.37: Imitation websites distinguished
5.7.8 Professional websites and trust
Professional website was founded to increase customers’ trust in 68 of the cases while
this had no effect on 9 customers (Figure 5.38) and (Table C.38 in Appindex C).
All the above results indicate that perceived site quality has a positive impact on
customer to use online service which in turn, indicates that perceived site quality
H7 enhances online banking adoption.
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Figure 5.38: Professional website and trust
5.8 Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis for personal information which included gender, age and educa-
tion and its relation to different hypotheses in research questionnaire was undertaken
by obtaining P values. This correlation was made because personal information
showed a positive effect on the online banking adoption from this study and pre-
vious investigations. The P value was obtained statistically by using descriptive
frequencies for obtained results and from personal information parameters (gender,
age and education). This analysis was conducted by using the BioCal statistical
method. When the P value is <0.005 this indicates a significant correlation. Ta-
ble A showed P valuse obtained from all hypotheses in relation to gender. There
was a significant correlation with all parameters (questions/hypotheses) with gen-
der except on the following variables bank name, customer ease of trust, bank free
from error and ability to distinguish imitations from the genuine website (Table
A). These results indicate that gender is significant for most of the variables in the
questionnaire.
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Table A (Gender’s P Value)
Question Gender’s P Value
Bank Name 0.571 ×
Online Bank Ac >0.0005
√
Bank Acc Access >0.0005
√
Time Acc Bank Access 0.001
√
Years Using Inter 0.001
√
Eas of Trusting 0.169 ×
Do You Trust E-bank >0.0005
√
Do you Feel Bank Site is Reliable >0.0005
√
Is Your Online Bank Service Known >0.0005
√
Do You Know About E-bank Service Through 0.003
√
Does Your Bank have a good Reputation >0.0005
√
E-bank Keep its Commitments >0.0005
√
E-bank Performs Business In A proper Way >0.0005
√
When You Make Transaction You Do so Through 0.001
√
Technology Used For Online >0.0005
√
Which Factors Are Important When Using Website >0.0005
√
Your Participation Will Depend On >0.0005
√
Security Measures Provide Save Environ >0.0005
Which Will Enhance Your Participation 0.003
√
Information On Website Assurance >0.0005
√
Your logon Is Secure >0.0005
√
Bank Website Reflect Trust >0.0005
√
Website Structure Will >0.0005
√
Which Will Increase Your Trust >0.0005
√
Website Modification Will Improve Your Trust >0.0005
√
You Use Online Transaction Because It Reduces Time >0.0005
√
Word Trust Mean >0.0005
√
Do You Trust Bank Web Site >0.0005
√
Do You Feel E-bank Is Free From Error 0.173 ×
By Looking At Website It Reflects Trust 0.008
√
Website Quality Increases Users Trust >0.0005
√
Bank Logo Indicate Legal Website 0.002
√
Imitation Website Can be Distinguish From the Original 0.650 ×
Professional Websites Increase Your Trust >0.0005
√
Gender’s P Value >0.0005
√
Table 5.1: Table (A Gender’s P Value)
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From the obtained results it is clear that the Gender’s P Value is Significant
It was found that the P value of age was also significant in all hypotheses except with
respect to: bank name, ease of trusting, website reflecting trust, bank logo indicates
a legal website and ability to distinguish imitation websites from the original (Table
B).
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Table B (Age’s P Value)
Question Age’s P Value
Bank Name 0.667 ×
Online Bank Ac 0.015
√
Bank Acc Access >0.0005
√
Time Acc Ban Ac 0.037
√
Years Using Inter 0.024
√
Easy To Trust 0.759 ×
Do You Trust E-bank >0.0005
√
Do you Feel Bank Site Reliability >0.0005
√
Is Your Online Bank service Known >0.0005
√
Do You Know About E-bank Service Through >0.0005
√
Does Your Bank have A good Reputation >0.0005
√
E-bank Keep Its Commitment >0.0005
√
E-bank Performs Business In A proper Way >0.0005
√
When You Make Transaction You Do It Through 0.024
√
Technology Used For Online Service Improve Your Assurance >0.0005
√
Which Factors Are Important When Using Website >0.0005
√
Your Participation Will Depend On >0.0005
√
Security Measures Provided Save Environ >0.0005
√
Which Will Enhance Your Participation >0.0005
√
Information On Website Assures You >0.0005
√
Your logon Is Secure >0.0005
√
Bank Website Reflects Trust >0.0005
√
Website Structure Will >0.0005
√
Which Will Increase Your Trust >0.0005
Website Modification Will Improve Your Trust >0.0005
√
You Use Online Transaction Because It Reduces Time >0.0005
√
Word Trust Means 0.015
√
Do You Trust Bank website >0.0005
√
Do You Feel E-bank Is Free From Error 0.010
√
By Looking At Website It Reflects Trust 0.152 ×
Website Quality Increases Users Trust 0.001
√
Bank Logo Indicate Legal Website 0.056 ×
Imitation website Can be Distinguished From The Original 0.095 ×
Professional Websites Increase Your Trust >0.0005
√
Age’s P Value >0.0005
√
Table 5.2: Table (B Age’s P Value)
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From the obtained results it is clear that the Age’s P value is significant
It was found that educations P value was significant for all hypotheses except for
the following questions (hypotheses): Do you know about e-bank service, which
will enhance your participation, e-bank is free from error and ability to distinguish
imitation websites from the original (Table C).
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Table C (Education’s P Value)
Question Education’s P Value
Bank Name 0.011
√
Online Bank Ac >0.0005
√
Bank Acc Access >0.0005
√
Time Acc Ban Ac >0.0005
√
Years Using Inter >0.0005
√
Easy To Trust 0.001
√
Do You Trust E-bank >0.0005
√
Do you Feel Bank Site Reliab >0.0005
√
Is Your Online Bank service Known >0.0005
√
Do You Know About E-bank Service Through 0.263 ×
Does Your Bank Have A good Reputation >0.0005
√
E-bank Keep Its Commitment >0.0005
√
E-bank Perform Business In A proper Way >0.0005
√
When You Make Transaction You Do It Through >0.0005
√
Technology Used For Online Service Improve Your Assurance >0.0005
√
Which Factors Are Important When Using Webs >0.0005
√
Your Participation Will Depend On >0.0005
√
Security Measures Provided Save Environ >0.0005
√
Which Will Enhance Your Participation 0.263 ×
Information On Website Assure You >0.0005
√
Your logon Is Secures >0.0005
√
Bank Website Reflects Trust >0.0005
√
Website Structure Will >0.0005
√
Which Will Increase Your Trust >0.0005
√
Website Modification Will Improve Your Trust >0.0005
√
You Use Online Transaction Because It Reduces Time >0.0005
√
Word Trust Mean >0.0005
√
Do You Trust Bank Web Site >0.0005
√
Do You Feel E-bank Is Free From Error 0.755 ×
By Looking At Website It Reflects Trust >0.0005
√
Website Quality Increases Users Trust >0.0005
√
Bank Logo Indicate Legal Website >0.0005
√
Imitation Website Can be Distinguished From The Original 0.219 ×
Professional Website Increase Your Trust >0.0005
√
Education’s P Value >0.0005
√
Table 5.3: Table C (Education’s P Value)
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From the obtained results it is clear that the imitation P value is significant All re-
search hypothesis (H2-H7) showed significant correlation with personal information
H1 (Table D) and as mentioned earlier that personal information positively en-
hances online banking adoption. This indicates that this study research framework
hypotheses (H1-H7) enhances online banking adoption.
From the obtained results it is clear that the personal information’s P value is
significant *Red values indicate non-significant P values.
Table D (Personal Information’s P Value)
Question Gender Age Education
Bank Name 0.571 × 0.667 × 0.011
√
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Table 5.4: Table D (Personal Information’s P Value)
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5.9 Summary
Questionnaire for factors affecting customer trust for online banking were collected
from 100 participants only 77 participants have an online banking account. Sum-
mary fro results are given in the Table (5:5)
Table Summary
Itm Description No of responces
Gender effect Gender distribution 54.4% M 44.1% F
Education effect Postgraduate 68%
Access online banking acc In three months interval 98%
Internet use More than one year experince 100%
Trust effect Personal ability to trust 62%
Freud effect Customer trust in case of fraud 79%
Web site reliability The customer believes that bank Web site is reliable 95%
Repuation The customer believes that the bank has a good reputation 95%
Sources for online banking Friends, TV and newspaper / bank staff 22,5%71,5
Commitmints The customer believes with bank commitment 93%
Bank business performance The customer believes in bank business performance 76,6%
Transaction Thorough online/ In branch 23%
Technology Customer assurance 93%
Web site security Security importance 83%
Web site structure Enhance customer participtation 84%
Multifunctional Web site Enhance customer participation 71%
Professional Web site Enhance customer participation 88%
Table 5.5: Table Summary
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Conclusion and Future Work
Objectives:
• Summarize the work in this study
• Give a statement of evaluation
• List the main contributions of this work
• Give the future work that can be obtained from this thesis
6.1 Research Summary and Conclusion
1. The first chapter in this thesis is about the motivation and rationale for con-
ducting research, the gap between business and information technology, the
purpose of the research, and the research question and organization of the
thesis.
2. Chapter two started with a literature review about the gap formed between
business and information technology which occurs due to miscommunication
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and imbalance between the two entities. It also offers an idea about how to
bridge this gap between business and information technology through different
steps (consolidation, standardization and communication). The co-evolution
between business and technology required proper alignment between the two
domains.
However, sometimes although the alignment is plac, due to external factors
such as the global economic crisis, failure in business may occur. Business
reactivity is important for its evolution.
This indicates that businesses which function as living organism is evolving
and reacting with information technology more than those businesses which
act as machines [57]. Business evolution rate is influenced by alignments be-
tween business and information technology strategies and planning [119]. The
co-evolution process required five essential properties (multi levelness, multidi-
rectionality, nonlinearity, positive feedback and path and history dependence)
which were explained in detail in a previous chapter [21].
The co-evolutionary information system model was described with its different
levels (strategic, operational and individual) and each level was explained [119].
Different types of co-evolution (mutation, predator, supernormal, inbreeding
and symbiotic) were also described. The legsy system (a system that doesn’t
meet business targets and evolution) was defined and its effect in gap forma-
tion was discussed. In addition, different factors that contributed to legacy
problem (business, organizational and technological factors) were investigated.
Different forms of information technology evolution (planned and unplanned)
were discussed with an explanation for the framework of planned evolution
[139]. Different steps of an information system co evolutionary plan from a
previous study were also provided [51].
The effect of website quality on online banking services was discussed. And
focused on factors affecting trust (shared value, communication and oppor-
tunistic behavior, security and age). Trust factors for online banking include
trusting beliefs, disposition to trust, institutional-based trust, reputation, fa-
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miliarity, perceived site quality, general web experience and trusting inten-
tion. Types of co-evolution, the legacy system and gap formation, process and
forms of information system evolution, and the steps of information system
co-evolutionary plans were described.
This study included a section about online banking hypotheses which included
a security model for e-banking, online banking and a description of the ex-
tended theory of planned behavior, innovation diffusion theory and the de-
composed theory of planned behavior.
3. Chapter three contains the the proposed framework for online banking adop-
tion which is constructed according to the key points in the Literature review
and previous studies that inform different online bank hypotheses. According
to this framework the questionnaire was formulated and distributed to online
bank users in the Saudi community.
4. The fourth chapter contains the design of the questionnaire including the pro-
posed research framework. The seven hypotheses constituting the framework
were discussed. These included personal hypotheses on personal information
H1, personal experience H2, disposition to trustH3, reputation H4, trusting
belief H5, structural assurance H6 and perceived site quality H7.
This study aimed to investigate the proposed research framework for online
banking adoption. The research framework was investigated through the dis-
tributed questionnaire. Questionnaires were distributed to 150 participants
with 100 participants responding. In the event only 77 participants had an
online banking account. and the data from all these cases from the main focus
of the analyses.
5. Chapter five contains results and findings. In this section personal information
H1 (age, gender and education) and all other hypotheses which build our
framework were studied. Hypotheses were investigated and analysed and the
results were given at the end of the chapter.
The questionnaire investigates the proposed research framework hypotheses and its
effect on online banking adoption. For personal information H1 (include age, gender
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and education ) results showed that the number of males and females were 42 and 35
respectively. The age group distribution was 52 (20- 39 years) and 25 (> 40 years).
Postgraduates participants were 53 and undergraduates were 24. Participants were
customers of either international (37) or national banks (40).
Personal experiences (H2 investigation) found that 76 participants accessed their
online banking account at some point; 58 participants accessed their account 1-
19 times and 19 participants accessed their account 20-30 times in a three month
period. It also found that 59 participants less than 10 years and 18 participants >
10 years.
Disposition to trust H3 was investigated. Results showed that 48 participants found
it easy to trust others and while 29 participants found it difficult to trust others.
It was found that in the case of fraud 61 participants trusted their bank while 16
participants did not. From all cases, 73 feel that a bank website is reliable while 4
do not.
Reputation (H4) was investigated. In 73 cases the online bank service was well
known and 4 participants did not think that online banking service are well known.
It was found that in 55 cases bank service had been learned about by interacting
with the bank staff and in 22 cases from information was gained from friends, TV
and newspaper. It was suggested that the bank had a good reputation in 73 cases.
Trusting beliefs (H5) were studied. The Results found that in 73 cases participants
believed that an e-bank kept its commitments. and in 72 cases participant felt that
the e-bank business is perfect. It was found that 59 participants preferred to make
transactions through the online banking and 18 through a bank branch.
Structural assurances (H6) was investigated. Results showed that the technology
used for online service improved customers assurance in 72 cases. It was also found
that security and contents were the most important factor in 68 cases. Participation
in online services was found to depend on website structure in 65 cases. Security
measures indicated a safe environment in 70 cases. Multifunctional websites increase
participation in 55 cases and the needles textual Web in 22 participants. Information
on the website was shown to enhance the customer’s assurance in 70 cases. atahe
logon process is suggested to be secure in 72 cases. The bank website reflects trust
in 69 cases. website structure found to enhance the ’feel good’ factor in 70 cases.
Security was an important factor to increase customers’ trust in 69 cases. Continu-
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ous modification to the bank’s website found to improve the customers trust in 69
instances. Transactions through the online service were found to be the preferred
method in 75 cases.
Perceived site quality (H7) was investigated. The meaning of rust meaning was
security in most of the cases 60 cases and in 17 cases privacy and navigability
indicated trust. It was found that in 70 cases participants trusted their bank website
and 7 cases did not. Results showed that 46 of these bank customers felt that bank
websites are not free from errors and 31 cases were. It was also found that the website
design will result in trust in 55 cases while in 22 cases it did not reflect customer’s
trust. website quality was found to increase customers’ trust in 64 cases and in 13
cases it did not. The Bank’s logo suggested a legal website to 57 customers while in
20 cases the bank logo did not have this effect. Customers were found to differentiate
between legal sites and imitation websites through their URL www.bank name in 36
cases and from website contents and professional structure in 41 cases. Professional
website were found to increase customers’ trust in 68 cases while this had no effect
on 9 customers.
There was a strong correlation with personal information (H1) and all other hy-
potheses with P values of <0.005 which indicates that all hypotheses have a strong
effect on online banking adoption.
All results support the proposed research framework and its hypotheses which indi-
cates that the proposed research framework is satisfied and can be used to enhance
online banking adoption.
This research framework studied the most important factors for customer adoption
of online banking. This research framework’s hypotheses were good and the research
framework was satisfied.
Due to time pressure other factors were not covered. Other parameters included
things such as customer’s culture, bank commitment, network quality, and world
economics which could all be studied in further research.
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6.2 Future Work
This thesis presents a co-evolutionary framework that can be used to bridge the gap
between business and information systems. It contains the most important factors
which enhancing online banking adoption. However, there is considerable agreement
between several authors that the gap cannot be removed completely. But hopefully
this research framework will reduce the gap’s formation and will enhance the online
banking adoption. The framework for online bank adoption is one of the important
and interesting topics for the bank business during globalization. This is because
bank can increase its profits by concentrating on the factors described in the research
framework hypotheses.
In accordance to the work done in this thesis and due to time pressure certain issues
were not addressed.
• These include the customer’s culture which will affect trust in use online bank-
ing services. In an online banking context, customers may experience difficulty
in using the service due to lack of insufficient knowledge with technology or
due to negative experience with the service. In addition, many customers have
difficulty dealing with online service and be unable to perform such actions
without help from others. For instance, older people or lay individuals usually
try to find someone to help them withdraw money from cash machine and to
use online services. It is very important that customers trust the services pro-
vided by online banking and feel confidence using them. Customers who have
no previous experience with online banking or never use internet for shopping
will prefer the traditional methods of transacting business and will visit the
bank branch instead. It was suggested that familiarity with using technology
will enhance customer ability to use online banking services.
In general, technological experience has positive impact on customer expec-
tations and customers with previous experience with online services are more
confident using online banking services.
• Cultures with different languages may have difficulty in using services espe-
cially those individuals where have no English language background.
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Different cultures can have different influence on online banking use and this
issue needs to be study more deeply. The bank’s commitment is another
factor that effect online banking adoption. Commitment is a guarantee or a
recognition of responsibility to other parties. Online banking customers must
be sure that the commitment is never broken and believe that the bank will
keep its promises. If commitments are broken by the bank this will indicate
that commitment were never present.
The Bank must safeguard the customer’s privacy and the customer’s informa-
tion must be highly confidential. The Bank should never provide customer’s
information to third parties and must make this a commitment to all cus-
tomers. It is clear that a bank that is highly committed will have more
customers and more online bank users. This commitment will enhance the
customer’s trust and customers are, therefore, unlikely to move to another
bank and will be more loyalt to ’their’ bank. It was also found that banks
with low commitments levels will have less customer’s loyalty and customers
are more likely to move to other banks. If customer becomes more committed
to the bank they will become more adopted to using online service. Bank
commitments and different reasons for ensuring customer commitments need
more investigations.
• Network quality is another important factor influncing online bank adoption.
Performance of the network is important for online customer using the service.
In case of poor quality, customers will be unlikely to use the service and will
prefer to visit bank branch instead.
• The network quality, availability of computers and easy access to internet all
have a positive effect on online banking customer’s adoption.
This adoption for online banking is suggested to be at a slower rate in de-
veloping countries as compared to USA and Europe. Recently online banking
services become the preferable choice for bank business in developing countries
due to the lower cost to the bank.
This may give idea that network quality in developing countries is becoming
better and is widely available. More investigations about the effect of adoption
due to network quality and performance with online banking need further
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study.
• World economics is another factor for online banking adoption. It was found
that the world economic crisis have little effect on adoption of online banking.
This is mainly because the online banking business depends on other factors
which are different than other businesses. In fact bank business depending on
internet is less affected by the current economic crisis than those businesses
that depend on traditional methods. However, more researches is required to
study the direct and indirect effect of economy on online banking adoption.
This study can be extend by applying the same framework to Western coun-
tries and comparing with results with those obtained from this study. This will
perhaps shows some different due to the different cultures Involved. Another
study could be conducted through comparing the adoption of technology in
other Arab countries and comparing it with this study. More study investi-
gate the online banking adoption in reseaech study and in low economically
countries where the availability of internet and PC are limited to certain areas.
In addition some factors in this research framework can be used to compare
the adoption for online services between those countries with low individual
income and those with high personal incomes. Online banking may be difficult
to deal with in poor countries due to lack of access to requirements such as
PCs and the internet.
Online banking adoption is a broad topic and other socio-economic factors
need to be investigated. These socio economic factors include income, ed-
ucation, occupation, wealth and employment. In general, business and IT
have different rates of evolution, and for future studies the framework can be
establish according to the situational requirements of a given context.
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6.3 Post Script
For successful e-banking business the gap between information technology and busi-
ness must be bridged. This can be undertaken through good communication between
business representatives or higher administrators and managers of the information
technology in a given situation. More information about business targets and the
tools required is very important to plan a clear strategy to achieve the targets of
the parties involved.
A study for different factors that enhance e-banking adoption by customers will
improve e-banking business and profits. These include the bank’s reputation, the
services provided through the website, professional website structure including secu-
rity and anti-spay that build in software and customers’ requirements according to
different variables such as age, gender and education; all are important for e-banking
to survive in its a competitive environment.
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I am a PhD student in the Technology department (DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY
UK). This survey will investigate user’s opinion towards trust in online banking.
Please take a few minute to answer the following questions. The information are












APPENDIX A. ONLINE TRUST QUESTIONNAIRE
4. What is the name of your bank
• International 2
• National 2
5. Do you have an online bank account
• Yes 2
• No (end fquestionnaire)2
A.2 Personal Experience
1. Have you ever access to your bank account through the bank website?
• Yes 2
• No (end of questionnaire) 2
2. How many times did you access your bank account in the last three months?
• 1-192
• 20-302
3. For how many years you are using Internet?
• 1-102
• >10 2
A.3 Disposition to trust
The following questions will investigate your trust issue




APPENDIX A. ONLINE TRUST QUESTIONNAIRE
5. Do you trust your e- banking even you saw it a fraud happened?
• Yes 2
• No2




7. Is your online bank service well known?
• No 2
• Yes 2
8. Do you know about your e-bank services through?
• Friends & TV & Newspapers2
• Bank2




10. Do you think that the e-bank will keep to its commitments?
• Yes2
• No2
11. Do you feel that the e-bank perform business in a proper way?
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• No2
• Yes2









14. Which of these factors is more important for you when you’re using the web-
site?
• Security & Contents 2
• Navigability & Ease of use 2
15. Your online participation will be depend on
• Website structure2
• Website text2
16. Do you think that security measures (e.g. Encryption, personal data pirates-
Ton) provides a safe environment for your transaction?
• Yes2
• No2
17. Which of the following would enhance your participation for e-banking?
• Needles text website 2
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• Multifunctional (e.g. Animation, multimedia information) 2
18. Do you feel that there is enough information on your bank web site to assure
You that this e-bank is real?
• No2
• Yes2
19. Do you feel that your logon process is secure?
• Yes2
• No2
20. Do you think that the e-bank website react trust?
• No2
• Yes 2
21. website structure will
• Enhance your feel good factor2
• Reduce your feel-factor2




23. Continuous modification of the website will improve your trust?
• Yes 2
• No 2




APPENDIX A. ONLINE TRUST QUESTIONNAIRE
A.7 Perceived site quality




26. Do you trust the bank website?
• Yes2
• No2
27. Do you feel that the e-bank is totally free of errors?
• Yes2
• No 2
28. Do you believe that by looking at website does it reflects the trust?
• Yes2
• No2
29. Web site quality is suggested to increase the users’ trust?
• Yes2
• No2
30. Do you think that presence of bank logo will indicate the legal website?
• Yes 2
• No2
31. Can you distinguish between the mimic website and the original through
• URL www.BankName.com2
• Contents & Professional structure2
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I am a PhD student in the Technology department (DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY
UK). This survey will investigate user’s opinion towards trust in online banking.
Please take a few minute to answer the following questions. The information are




















5. Do you have an online bank account
• Yes 2
√
• No (end fquestionnaire)2
B.2 Personal Experience
1. Have you ever access to your bank account through the bank website?
• Yes 2
√
• No (end of questionnaire) 2








B.3 Disposition to trust
The following questions will investigate your trust issue



















8. Do you know about your e-bank services through?
• Friends & TV & Newspapers2
• Bank2
√


























14. Which of these factors is more important for you when you’re using the web-
site?
• Security & Contents 2
√
• Navigability & Ease of use 2




16. Do you think that security measures (e.g. Encryption, personal data pirates-




17. Which of the following would enhance your participation for e-banking?
• Needles text website 2




18. Do you feel that there is enough information on your bank web site to assure












21. website structure will
• Enhance your feel good factor2
√
• Reduce your feel-factor2















B.7 Perceived site quality

























31. Can you distinguish between the mimic website and the original through
• URL www.BankName.com2
√
• Contents & Professional structure2
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I am a PhD student in the Technology department (DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY
UK). This survey will investigate user’s opinion towards trust in online banking.
Please take a few minute to answer the following questions. The information are


















5. Do you have an online bank account
• Yes 2
√
• No (end fquestionnaire)2
B.9 Personal Experience





• No (end of questionnaire) 2








B.10 Disposition to trust
The following questions will investigate your trust issue



















8. Do you know about your e-bank services through?
• Friends & TV & Newspapers2
√
• Bank2


























14. Which of these factors is more important for you when you’re using the web-
site?
• Security & Contents 2
√
• Navigability & Ease of use 2




16. Do you think that security measures (e.g. Encryption, personal data pirates-




17. Which of the following would enhance your participation for e-banking?
• Needles text website 2
• Multifunctional (e.g. Animation, multimedia information) 2
√
18. Do you feel that there is enough information on your bank web site to assure














21. website structure will
• Enhance your feel good factor2
√
• Reduce your feel-factor2













B.14 Perceived site quality



























31. Can you distinguish between the mimic website and the original through
• URL www.BankName.com2
• Contents & Professional structure2
√








Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid M 51 51.0 51.0 51.0
F 49 49.0 49.0 100.0
Total 100 100.0 100.0
Table C.1: Number of male and female
Age
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 20-39 60 60.0 60.0 60.0
>40 40 40.0 40.0 100.0
Total 100 100.0 100.0
Table C.2: Age group distribution
Education
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Under-graduate 37 37.0 37.0 37.0
Post-graduate 63 63.0 63.0 100.0
Total 100 100.0 100.0




Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid National Bank 56 56.0 56.0 56.0
International 44 44.0 44.0 100.0
Total 100 100.0 100.0
Table C.4: Number of bank customers
Online Bank
Account
Frequency percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 77 77.0 77.0 77.0
No 23 23.0 23.0 100.0
Total 100 100.0 100.0
Table C.5: Number of online customers
Access to online
Bank Account
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 76 76.0 98.7 98.7
No 1 1.0 1.3 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 99 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.6: Number of customers accessing their account
Time access bank account
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 1-9 58 58.0 75.3 75.3
20-30 19 19.0 24.7 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Mising 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.7: Frequent use for online bank service by customers
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Internet experience year using
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 1-10 59 59.0 76.6 76.6
>10 18 18.0 23.4 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.8: Internet experience for customers by years
Easy to trust
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 48 48.0 62.3 62.3
NO 29 29.0 37.7 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 99 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.9: Trust ability
E-bank trust in case of fraud
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 61 61.0 79.2 79.2
NO 16 16.0 20.8 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 99 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.10: E-bank trust in case of fraud
Bank Website reliabl
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 73 73.0 94.8 94.8
NO 4 4.0 5.2 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.11: Bank website reliability
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Is your online bank
service is well known
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 73 73.0 94.8 94.8
No 4 4.0 5.2 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.12: Online bank service
Source of e-bank services






22 22.0 28.6 28.6
Bank 55 55.0 71.4 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.13: Source of e-bank service
Your Bank has a good Reputation
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 73 73.0 94.8 94.8
No 4 4.0 5.2 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.14: Bank reputation
E-bank keep its
commitment
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 73 73.0 94.8 94.8
No 4 4.0 5.2 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0





in a proper way
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 72 72.0 93.5 93.5
No 5 5.0 6.5 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.16: E-bank business performance
When you make transaction
you do it through
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Online 59 59.0 76.6 76.6
In branch 18 18.0 23.4 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0




Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 72 72.0 93.5 93.5
No 5 5.0 6.5 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.18: Technology and customers assurance
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Which factors are important when use website






68 68.0 88.3 88.3
Navigability 9 9.0 11.7 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.19: Important factors for web customers
Your participation will depend on
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Website Structure 65 65.0 84.4 84.4
Website text 12 12.0 15.6 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.20: Online participants
Security measures provide save environment
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 70 70.0 90.9 90.0
No 7 7.0 9.1 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0




Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Nedles text web 22 22.0 28.6 28.6
Multifunctional 55 55.0 71.4 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.22: Enhance your particpant
Information in
website assure you
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 70 70.0 90.9 90.9
No 7 7.0 9.1 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.23: Website information and customers assurance
Your logon is
secure
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 72 72.0 93.5 93.5
No 5 5.0 6.5 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0





Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 69 69.0 89.6 89.6
No 8 8.0 10.4 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.25: Bank website and trust
Website structure
will






70 70.0 90.9 90.9
Reduce feel good factor 7 7.0 9.1 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.26: website structure and customer feel good factor
Which will increase
your trust
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Security 69 69.0 89.6 89.6
Multi service 8 8.0 10.4 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0




Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 68 68.0 88.3 88.3
No 9 9.0 11.7 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.28: website modification and trust
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You use online transaction
because it
reduce time
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 75 75.0 97.4 97.4
No 2 2.0 2.6 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.29: Online transaction reduce time
Word trust means trust
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid Security 60 60.0 77.9 77.9
Navigability and
Privacy
17 17.0 22.1 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 99 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.30: Meanings of the word trust
Do you trust bank
Web site
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 70 70.0 90.9 90.9
No 7 7.0 9.1 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.31: Bank web site trust
E-bank Free from errors
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 31 31.0 40.3 40.3
No 46 46.0 59.7 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0




Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 55 55.0 71.4 71.4
No 22 22.0 28.6 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.33: website reflect trust
Web site quality increase trust
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 64 64.0 83.1 83.1
No 13 13.0 16.9 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.34: web site quality increase trust
Bank Logo indicate Legal website
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 57 57.0 74.0 74.0
No 20 20.0 26.0 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100.0 100.0
Table C.35: Bank logo indicate Legal website
Mimic web site distinguish
from original
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Valid URL www.bank name 36 36.0 46.8 46.8
Content and
Professional structure
41 41.0 53.2 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Missing 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.36: Mimic web site distinguish
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Professional website increase trust
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid Yes 68 68.0 88.3 88.3
No 9 9.0 11.7 100.0
Total 77 77.0 100.0
Mising 999 23 23.0
Total 100 100.0
Table C.37: Proffisional increase trust
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Appendix D
Discriptive analyses of findings
BETWEEN SUBJECT FACTORS
Value Label N
Gender 1 M 51
2 F 49
Age 1 20-39 52
2 >40 25
Education 1 Under 24
2 Post 53
Bank Name 1 National Bank 40
2 International 37
Online Bank Ac 1 Yes 77
Bank Acc Acc 1 Yes 76
2 No 1
Time Acc Bank Ac 1 1-19 58
2 20-30 19
Years Using Inter 1 1-10 59
2 >10 18
Easy To Trust 1 Yes 48
2 No 29
Do You the services through 1 Frindes,Tv andNewspaper 22
2 Bank 55
Does Your bank has a goo reputation 1 Yes 73
2 No 4
E-bank Perform Business in a proper way 1 Yes 72
2 No 5
Table D.1: Discriptive analyses findings Table A
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APPENDIX D. DISCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF FINDINGS
BETWEEN SUBJECT FACTORS
Value Label N
When you make transaction you o it through 1 Online 59
2 In branch 18
Technology used for online service your assurance 1 Yes 72
2 No 5
Your participition will depend on 1 Website structure 65
2 Website text 12
Security mesures provide save envirnomant 1 Yes 70
2 No 7
Which will inhance your particepant 1 Neddle’s text website 22
2 Multifunctional 55
Information website assure you 1 Yes 70
2 No 7
Your logon is secure 1 Yes 72
2 No 5
Bank website reflect trust 1 Yes 69
2 No 8
Website structure will 1 Enhance your feel factor 70
2 Reduce your feel factor 7
Table D.2: Discriptive analyses findings Table B
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APPENDIX D. DISCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF FINDINGS
BETWEEN SUBJECT FACTORS
Value Label N
Which will increase your trust 1 Security 60
2 Multiservice 8
Website modification will improve your trust 1 Yes 68
2 No 9
Yo use online transaction to reduce time 1 Yes 75
2 No 2
Word trust mean 1 Security 60
2 Navigability and Privacy 17
Do you trust Bank website 1 Yes 70
2 No 7
Do you feel bank website free from errors 1 Yes 31
2 No 47
By looking at website reflect trust 1 Yes 55
2 No 22
Website quality increase user trust 1 Yes 64
2 No 13
Bank logo indicate legal website 1 Yes 57
2 No 20





Professional website increase your trust 1 Yes 68
2 No 9





Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 0 1 1.0 1.0 1.0
1 1 1.0 1.0 2.0
2 1 1.0 1.0 3.0
3 1 1.0 1.0 4.0
4 1 1.0 1.0 5.0
5 1 1.0 1.0 6.0
6 1 1.0 1.0 7.0
7 1 1.0 1.0 8.0
8 1 1.0 1.0 9.0
9 1 1.0 1.0 10.0
10 1 1.0 1.0 11.0
11 1 1.0 1.0 12.0
12 1 1.0 1.0 13.0
13 1 1.0 1.0 14.0
14 1 1.0 1.0 15.0
15 1 1.0 1.0 16.0
16 1 1.0 1.0 17.0
17 1 1.0 1.0 18.0
18 1 1.0 1.0 19.0
19 1 1.0 1.0 20.0
Table E.1: Frequency Table A
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APPENDIX E. FREQUENCY TABLE
Case No
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 0 1 1.0 1.0 1.0
20 1 1.0 1.0 21.0
21 1 1.0 1.0 222.0
22 1 1.0 1.0 23.0
23 1 1.0 1.0 24.0
24 1 1.0 1.0 25.0
25 1 1.0 1.0 26.0
26 1 1.0 1.0 27.0
27 1 1.0 1.0 28.0
28 1 1.0 1.0 29.0
29 1 1.0 1.0 30.0
30 1 1.0 1.0 31.0
31 1 1.0 1.0 32.0
32 1 1.0 1.0 33.0
33 1 1.0 1.0 34.0
34 1 1.0 1.0 35.0
35 1 1.0 1.0 36.0
36 1 1.0 1.0 37.0
37 1 1.0 1.0 38.0
38 1 1.0 1.0 39.0
39 1 1.0 1.0 40.0
Table E.2: Frequency Table B
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APPENDIX E. FREQUENCY TABLE
Case No
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 40 1 1.0 1.0 40.0
41 1 1.0 1.0 41.0
42 1 1.0 1.0 42.0
43 1 1.0 1.0 43.0
44 1 1.0 1.0 44.0
45 1 1.0 1.0 45.0
46 1 1.0 1.0 46.0
47 1 1.0 1.0 47.0
48 1 1.0 1.0 48.0
49 1 1.0 1.0 49.0
50 1 1.0 1.0 50.0
51 1 1.0 1.0 51.0
52 1 1.0 1.0 52.0
53 1 1.0 1.0 53.0
54 1 1.0 1.0 54.0
55 1 1.0 1.0 55.0
56 1 1.0 1.0 56.0
57 1 1.0 1.0 57.0
58 1 1.0 1.0 58.0
59 1 1.0 1.0 59.0
60 1 1.0 1.0 60.0
61 1 1.0 1.0 61.0
62 1 1.0 1.0 62.0
63 1 1.0 1.0 63.0
64 1 1.0 1.0 64.0
65 1 1.0 1.0 65.0
66 1 1.0 1.0 66.0
67 1 1.0 1.0 67.0
68 1 1.0 1.0 68.0
69 1 1.0 1.0 69.0
70 1 1.0 1.0 70.0
71 1 1.0 1.0 71.0
72 1 1.0 1.0 72.0
73 1 1.0 1.0 73.0
74 1 1.0 1.0 74.0
75 1 1.0 1.0 75.0
76 1 1.0 1.0 76.0
77 1 1.0 1.0 77.0
Table E.3: Frequency Table C
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APPENDIX E. FREQUENCY TABLE
Case No
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid 78 1 1.0 1.0 78.0
79 1 1.0 1.0 79.0
80 1 1.0 1.0 80.0
81 1 1.0 1.0 81.0
82 1 1.0 1.0 82.0
83 1 1.0 1.0 83.0
84 1 1.0 1.0 84.0
85 1 1.0 1.0 85.0
86 1 1.0 1.0 86.0
87 1 1.0 1.0 87.0
88 1 1.0 1.0 88.0
89 1 1.0 1.0 89.0
90 1 1.0 1.0 90.0
91 1 1.0 1.0 91.0
92 1 1.0 1.0 92.0
93 1 1.0 1.0 93.0
94 1 1.0 1.0 94.0
95 1 1.0 1.0 95.0
96 1 1.0 1.0 96.0
97 1 1.0 1.0 97.0
98 1 1.0 1.0 98.0
99 1 1.0 1.0 99.0
100 1 1.0 1.0 100.0
Table E.4: Frequency Table D
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